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INS.IDE:·
Dean of Students, Samuel Johnson
By EDWARD ASANTE
Council Approves
Budgets for 83. Clubs
. .
were allocated funds this' year and that of $6.300 apportioned for their use.
clubs in their maturing stages received Asked why this was the case. Mathew
additional funds since it is assumed
that the process of growth is most im- _
min¢t at this stage.
.(sked why he thought some clubs
were disatisfiedwiththe allocations, I-----~~---~--­
Mathew said that "clubs have these
gripes ab9ut the budget allocations and 1-------------:..--
yet they never come to me to talk about
it." He went on to say that.he is always ~DITQRlALS
available for consultation and any club LETTER.S/OP-ED
or organization should feel free to drop, ..~
by. and discuss matters.
·The overall response. in jerms of FEATURES
club . cooperation. according ", to .
Mathew was excellent except that ·'tbe fARTS
clubs don·t ·usuany read the memos ~J .
we' send ~•• which in'essenCe'~PORTS
makescommwiication a little difflCU1t
bdWeenhis offICe and.the clubs. He ~-----------....J
The Day Session Student Govern- said that things will go a little smoother
.ment has released the final figures on "if the clubs submit their budgets on
the clubs and student organizations time and keep up with .the develop-
. budget allocations for the 1989/90' ments in the approval process."
Academic Year. Donet Virgo, bursar and former
Out of a total of S197,732 available chairperson of the finance committee.
for student activities, S 123,285 went said that . 'there has been a bit of an
to the increased allocations for student increase in the amount of money distri-
organizations, $24,600 was allocated buted, but this is due to the increased
for the interim budgets of the organiza- number of clubs this year." .She went
tions and a start-up fund of $3,000 on to say that there has been a 1.6
went for the starting of the new dubs percent increase in aIJocations and an
and $25.047 was placed in reserve for 18 percent increase in the number of
appeals from clubs who might need clubs .
more money than allocated. Asked why some clubs got such
Aside from the -above-mentioned' small amounts of money. Virgo said
distribution of the student funds, man- that "these clubs for instance the
datory allocations of $T,800 for profes-. Video Club, which gat a total of $225
sional .fees. and .S20,OOOfof. unallo- received ·th~ ·amount of money be-
c~~es.!i~~a1sostated.···· . cause ~ihat was::all1:he.Y asked for."
. ' A' ·U·u....-hew· ..... f tIi.e .. ~_... "~~Associ .
'.... 1'.0..... e .•~~-'.~.....~"."""tr~~.W.:et.,.';,9.:~~i::::'-.:"~.'e~ . . .--,"' '~.'_'_~_ka.Jl():n.: ~.DSSG. said.··tbat",a:.totaf.Of.$.l,~~"':.'··c~':. - c .-:-,' ~.lIiJ:.wmi"'a1tffat~'... ·,-_ ~,...
.,.': ;. - . M' '.~ ~'- .~~::",~_·':Z:~~i:~~~:;:I.~~'''::'.'-·-'';·~- _~:.;';'~..t~~~' ":-.&r~~:;;;~'::" ~·=:~-'>~·,·:;'.~-~~:,:t~"?t~:::;;~·j~·/j,~~. :4,:". .. .- <
. ...•.~-~ ..
1)00;
(Contirwed on.Page A 10) .
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has a similar or better response than
the flyers.'











The allocation of student fee monies
at Baruch College is often a mystery .
to all, but a handful of students. But
there are guidelines that set forth a spe-
cific precess by which students' fee
money is divided among the student
clubs. governments. media organiza- .
tions and various other activities that
are conducted throughout the
academic year.
All fee money that is collected is .
revenue of the Bernard M. Baruch Col-
lege Association. a. corporation estab-
lished in 1976 as the holding company
for student fees. .
As a result of City University of
New York bylaws passed in 1975. all .
CUNY colleges had to establish .incor- .
porated bodies to collect and allocate
student activity fee monies at .their re-
spective colleges. The motivation for
this action was to keep students'
money separate from the colleges'
budgets.
According to Carl Aylman. director
of day student activities. the first level
of allocation is done by the respective
allocating bodies. which are the vari-
The department of Compensatory Puerto Rico. As far as the other areas ous boards of the College Association.
Programs/SEEK organized a relief ef- said Vazquez such as S1. Thomas. St. and the student governments.
fort to aid the Hurricane Hugo victims. Croix, Antigua, Montesenat and South The Day Session Student Govern-
according to Millie Vazquez. executive Carolina. contributiona are made ment acts as the allocating body for
assistant to the department chairper- 'through the American Red Cross. the day session clubs. and approves its
son. Cecelia McCall. director of instruc- .own operating budget. Aylman says.the
Vazquez said she will accept food. tion of Compensatory Programs. said clubs must submit budget requests to
clothing and money as donations. She that she is keeping a record of the the DSSG Finance Committee. .
said that the amount of clothing re- money donated and will send receipts The Finance Committee. chaired this
ceived so far has been generous. how- to those who made contributions. year by Council Member Rhonda
ever money is especially needed. She said. '·1 want students to get Otten, of the Day Session Student
"The affected communities.U said involved." Council holds hearings on the. dub
Vazquez, "will take a long time to re- According to McCall. other City Uni- budgets, and makes recommendations
cover from the disaster, We see that versity of new York colleges are in- on each. The budgets are resubmitted
helping the victims is going to have to volvedin a relief effort, and monetary to the Councilwhich approves the club
.be a year-round commitment. We need donations will be accepted throughout .budget as a whole. .
money.' the year. Aylman says that the' club budget
Basically, said Vazquez. they are . . Vazquez said, ·'1 know that together allocations 3!C made based upon past
raising money for Puerto Rico through t1w. ;~tudents and faculty can make a
the Offic~ of the Commonwealth of mft. ~ renee."
The Day Session Student Govern-
ment has voted to spend $2,495 on a .
poster. printer, according to Sean
Mason. president of the DSSG.
Mason stated. "The machine will be
very useful ~ent clubs because it
produces large high quality posters
which are very visible .''
He also said, "One large poster is .
better than--50 small ones" which are ..g
usually ignored by the students. ~
.. Mason said that students will be8
charged a users fee of five dollars per - .. . . c
poster used to pay for the machine. C
The money will also be spent on the E-
special. poster paper which costs
$69.95· per rolland 'on the service war-
ranty... _.,_~00C_'" _ . ' .. --;>..~~., ,: > •• ::.• ;
" ~~'has··to"'be~Iiased':<
afterthe first year for $250 and can
be renewed each year for the s~e-amoufir.-··· ..~ -._. , _._-~_ __ ---.-.._..,..~- .. -.
John Wai, president ofthe Asian 5tu-· .. 'Se3riMason:'-preii(lent'"Offfie'DSS'G' ..
dent Asociation agreed with Mason
and said he "favors the idea of a poster
machine...
Wai stated. "The poster, machine is
a good idea as long as it will improve
the systemtof posting flyers) ... and
. c·





. -~~-----:-_ .....-.. -:.__ .....-::....~ _.:.. -'-..- ... -_.~~_.-.- . -.." .. -.'- --- ,"
threatening to the human ego.
So we ban together, and fight
'them with all the humanity we
can - muster, . Teamwork,
nationalism, pride and a sense
of commitment all go into fight-
ing a-natural disaster. Americans
are great at pulling together to
recover from an angry burp from
the Earth. But Why can't we pull
together to fight poverty or drugs
or crime? .
For a second, on a commer-
cial break between Roseanne
and the Special Reports, I felt
the compassion for the cornmu-
nity faced with the horrors that
an earthquake can bring. Just
for a second though. Then I re- .
membered.
.This is America. The streets
are rampant with crime arid drug
addiction.. Murder after murder
after murder committed out of
greed, selfishness and a lack of
"humanity." With few exceptions,
wesee none of the deeds fight-
ing these disasters as those dis-
played by the people of San
Francisco when their.homesand
highways tell to the ground.
That's why my feelings are·
numb. The people of San Fran-
(Continued on Page A6)
-
a state of disarray. Approxi-
mately 30 percent of our high
school students do not'complete
high schoof and thoSe that do
are not able to compete in
today's modern marketplace.
Our nation is divided like
never before along color and
class lines. We argue about affir-
mative . acton, abortion, flag
burning while Japan, a nation for
whom we did find the time and
money toaide. buys our land
from under us. We decry South
Africa's apartheid and yet the
only true-native Amencans still
are confined to reservations {a
confinement that need not by
physical in nature.)
Crime and drugs, two words
that of late have grown to mean
the same thing, ravage our inner
cities, suburbs and schools. And, . .
out president gives us a short
speech. highlighted by his hold-
ing a sample of crack. ·Alleast
he knows what it is.
The Soviet Union is far from
death,· yet our propaganda
machinery must have some-
thing with which to usher us into
the .199Os. Unfortunately, some-
one mayone day soon be flip-
ping)h~ a Pravda and read
.an .. account of our den1ise.
p~ that. 'article Will have
.muCh·more'1PUndation than our
claims of the i'edgiants death.
, -.. .
Victory?
.town, and I hate to see all the
impressive old houses with bay
windows being torn 'down, but
hey! Maybe NOW I'll be able to
affordone. America, the land of
opportunity. Right? Play ball.
After four days, they puU a
man out of the highway. rubble
who' survived the concrete
sandwich. They say he surviVed
because he was "ornery." The .
first thing he asked for was a
glass ..of milk. If he was reaUy
ornery he would have asked for
a beer. When they make the
movie, it will be a beer.
We can't legislate an earth-
quake. The rich can't buy their
way out of one. Natural disasters
aren't racist or addicting. Natural
olsasters are completely npn:-
What a great human interest
story this earthquake. The whole
city of San- Francisco is one big
human interest story. AU we've
been seeing on lV is clips telling
of heroic deeds. People carrying
fire hoses, saving babies and
shoring up bUildings. Natural dis-
asters seem to bring people to-
gether quite effectively because
we have no real control over
them.
Ea~. Germany is .in a state of
crisis and our president, rather
than push for more change of-
fers encouragement to the fle-
eing East Germans. Poland has
undergone a bloodless revolu-
tion and our president offers it
315 miUion douars in aid. Three
hundred and fifteen million for a
nation that is economically de-
vastated. 'Three hundred and fif-
teen-with which:-the solidarity c0-
alition government must build a
foundation for its future.
Perhaps if President Bush would
sacrifice severalhalf a billion dol-
lar·stealthbombers and a couple
of $2,000 hammers we could
better aid our allies and ourse-
lves.
In Europe and Japan, inex-
pensive health care is almost a
birthright. Yet our elder1y must
.rely on-their own cash reserves
and insurancecompanies ifthey.
become ill. This in a nation that·
prides itself on being .the demo-·
cratic ideal. WorstQf all, C?ur con-
gress, the ball bounced by every
. special interest group in
Washington, has buckled under
the lobbying of wealthy senior .
citizens. They've repe~Ied··the
catastropic health insurance act.
An act that would have allowed
needy senior citizens ~ benefit
from theiraffluentcounterparts.
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October 31~ 198-9 __ .
To The Editor:
By WILLIAM st LOUIS
They would have you believe
that the great red giant is going
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rough~emotionsreq~~~
fore death. lthas, they say, suc-
cumbed to the almighty dollar.
_~~~~~_~~~~~~_~__~~_~_~~.Its influence has ebbed and its
wayward children have smelled
the fruits of capitalism. They
would have you believe that
democracy has won. If indeed
the latter statement is true. our
"victory" could not have been
such a grand one since our na-
tion, the bastion of democracy,
stands blue and recfall over Save
for the white bandages that keep .
it alive. .
By CHRISTOPHER WARD
What the hell is somebody
\ doing taking videos on a bridge
during an earthquake? CBS
·BIP~OFr· :"~~~=r~=n~:
false news footage again
It is obvious in Chris Ward's article -0·N·.. A ·.T·. Ip· The picture was incredible
"Reverse Racism:' that he is ignorant though: a car riding right into a
of contemporary issues .of racial and ... hole in the middle of the bridge.
cultural identity, In a cultural rnet- .To The Editcr». My immediate reaction was the
ropoJis such as New York City, there I am writing to voice my concern the driver must have been from
is no place for the repression Ward over a news brief that appeared in The N '\1 rk .d th h·· .
suggests. He suggests that African - ew 0 , an oug tit was just
lIT Ticker Takes section of the Oct. 17th th Ie H
Am.erican and Hispanic-American . ano er po 0 . a! Ha! Suchedition of your paper. The column en- .
alumni wait until they are a majority, . I orr: are the thoughts of a man com-'" ~ tit ed • rrps On Paying For College" I
instead ofcreatingan immediatevenue . . be P etely content to be a spectatorwas inaccurate, at st, and is nothing
by which they can effectively operate more-than an advertisement for a com- to a natural dis~ster3,000 miles
as a minority. . pany called College Financial Plan- away. I expected the World
Before I read the article, I didn't ning Service. Series and got earthquake 1989.
know that the Alumni Association was CFPS is one of several companies Can't really complain consider-
predominantly white. All the more. which, for a fee. will provide students ing how the Giants were doing.
this enforces the need for culturally- with names of organizations that offer It is amazing how insensitive I
based alumni associations. African- private grants, scholarships and loans am to the- whole event. I ·am
Americans, Asian-Americans, His- to help pay for college. Unfortunately,
panic-Americans or whatever-Amer- h I·· numb. I feel nothing. It's like
" I' tee igibility criteria tends to be ' .
icans need alumni associations where weve seen it all before andvague, and awards are limited. It is,
their cultural concerns are not consi_ h c. we've seen worse all rolled intot ererore, very unlikely that a Baruch
dered "of other." They needspecial in- student would be eligible for any of one. I am not shocked or hor-
terest groups who will treat their cul- these funds. rified when Ted Koppel tells me
tural needs asa priority. The information that CFPS offers is about a highway ttiat turned into
Ward exposed the "flawed and al- ~btained from a number. of publica- a de~th sandwich. It's just one
most retarded racial logic" of the nons that are available for free from of those things. idn't have any
Baruch Hispanic Alumni Association t?e Baruch College library. In addi- . family in San r cisco, so my
while exposing himself as a shoddy non, the college of~ers a number of worry lev.~1 was really low to
journalist. His 'argument is based on . grants and .schol~hlps that are based begin with. I have visited· San
the formal policy handed to him by ~n ~cademlc achievement. A complete Francisco. It's a real I be tit I
the BCAA, and he rnade the mistake Iisting of these programs can be found "v y au u
of accepting it as truth. Of course the in the college catalog. ,..------------------~--...------------...-.
BHAA's argument doesn't hold up, be- Sincerely,
cause- they·are citing· conditions-that ·:James-E.. Mu!'phy-
don't exist according to that formal Director of-Financial Aid
-The oplntone on the OP-ED
pages are ,those of the individual
.writers anaQo·· not --ne-ces·sarify
represent the 'views of The Ticker
editorial board. The Ticker ac-
cepts only typewritten and
signed opinion pieces for publi-
cation. The Ticker, Room 301 F of
the Student Center.
",-
To begin with, our nation, a na-
tion that cites the USSR's "de-
mise" as being economic in na-
ture, will .. be bat-
tling a 1990 fiscal deficit, esti-
mated' at approximately $206
billion (according to the Con-
gressional Budget Office). This
fact coupled with the erratic way
••~_.~ ~~~~~~_~~~ ~_.inwhich our stock markets have-
been. reacting would not,to a
reasonable man, resemble the
•~~••~~~~~.~~~~~~~_~~~~~~ecooo~~a~~~~~.Our nation's. foreign. policy
hasn't been so impotent. in
years. The Bush administration
~_~_~~_~_~.~.~••~_._~ has missed unprecedented op- .
portunities in ·China, western
Europe, central America, South





































































Quotation of the Fortnight
"We're not..miracle workers although ·we may produce a few· miracle
workers every now and then . . . "
-Wilson Shum, Day Session Student Government
vice president, on the student .govemment's jacket service.
-
Attention Advertisers
Deadline for ads in issue No.5 is Nov 8
Publication date is Nov, 14
This semester, the number of student clubs and organizations increased 18 percent from last
term. However, the amount of money set aside for the clubs has not increased commensurately.,
According to Donet Virgo, the Day Session Student Government's bursar and fanner Finance
'Committee chairperson, the reason why some clubs got small amounts of money was "these
clubs, for instance the Video Club, which· got a total of $225, received that amount of money
because that was all they asked for."
Unfortunately, this explanation just doesn't wash. It is impossible that all the recently formed
clubs wanted so little money, and all the old clubs wanted so little new moriey to result in a
club allocation increase. of only 1.6 percent. A far more likely scenario is that the DSSG was
more concerned·about first attending to their own budgetary needs before properly attending to
those of student organizations ..
Just the fact that DSSG Treasurer Apollo Mathew admitted that "clubs have these gripes about. ~
the budget allocations ..." is testimony to the fact that-probably some student leaders feel they..
are not working with enough money.
Hopefully, the government can make the club budgets their priority next year, and get the
allocation right the first time, before the nightmarish appeals process begins.
It seems the Day!~~t~d~~!~!nt~~o~~1!~Xa quick bU~k which
comes out of our pockets. They have voted for a poster printer which will cost $2,495 of student
activity fee money. They believe the printer offers clubs a better way toacIvertise their activities.
There is one catch', however, The clubs must pay a user fee of five dollars for each poster
they make off the printer. TQ~ DSSG states the fee will pay for the poster paper and the $250
warranty per year.
What that means is not only will the cost of the-printer be paid by student activity fee money,
. but the .operating costs will too. The clubs who are also funded by student money will be forced
to give their money back to the DSSG to use the machine .. The entire acquisition represents a
thinly-veiled scam in which the DSSG is trying to get at club money for their own use.
. The DSSG enjoys an institutional reality which allows them to have their cake ~n<;l eat it too.
They are given a substantial budget funded by student activity fees. It is money for their own
use for which they answer to no one. They are accountable only to themselves. Taking full
'advantage of this situation, the members spend money on themselves; They buy food, trips,
jackets and awards. The top officers give themselves salaries total ing $8,640 for a workload
that consists ofone meeting a week: sometimes they even have the nerve to be absent from that.
It all points to a lot of ethically questionable expenditures by the DSSG. Yet still, they want
more. They want to take the clubs money too. The college earmarks a substantial portion of
student activity fee money for allocation to CLUBS ONLY. The DSSG then distributes this
money to the clubs. Some clubs get very little in their budgets. Now the DSSG wants them to
give the money back to pay for posters. They're all heart, aren't they?
. ~
Make no mistake, with the printer, the DSSG has found a way to circumvent the system.
They will be raking back club money for the~selves. They will grow fat from the profits.
Consider Baruch has over fifty club organizations that hold meetings every week.
Estimating that they would need two posters for every building at five dollars-each in all four
buildings adds up to forty dollars for every event or meeting they want posted, over a period
totalling 15 weeks per semester, and their revenue far- exceeds the exp~nse of the $250 warranty
per year and $65.95 per roll of poster paper.
It is simply money not well spent. Posters don't attract students to events, the quality of th
event does. The one proven way to insure quality events is to make sure they are well funded.
Every available cent should go to the clubs for their use. The DSSG would serve the student
population better if they stopped all the money-making schemes to fill their own pockets and
gave all the money spent on member "perks" to the clubs. Let them use it to enrich the Baruch
community and get. people involved.
Members would be wise to remember, the DSSG is a.student government elected to serve
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large problem in testing has to
do with the ,number of peOple
being tested, and the number~
._peepIe h8fkMing the test. 'llAeii'-'f --_._- -.-
targe amounts Ofpeople take !hEr' -
drug test there is a greater pos-
sibility for people who are users
These people will look for opp
tunities to cheat the test in t
same way athletes will ch~
steroid tests. It will be rather c •
ficult to check hundreds of-
people for cheating. An enlarged
population causes more paper-
work. therefore more pos-
sibilities to make mistakes. Fi-
nally, if a firm has a contract to
do the testing for a large bust-
ness, they are unlikely to turn it
away even if they can't handle
the work load. They will just hire
people who don't know what
they_~r~_~ol!'_g~Th_~f!~_~~~_~t a _ _ _
business hires will probably be
the firm with the lowest cost can
find, which questions the type of
testers again.
Regarding probablecause teSf('
ing and reliability, what happens
to the people who have been
wrongly accused. Theoretically.
one is innocent before proven
guilty. However, how many pe0-
ple have been accused of s0me-
thing and have been labeled be-
fore the facts have been heard?
Perhaps the reader will consider
this before jumping to a conclu-
sion of someonee guilt from just
reading the paper. A front paJge
headline witl often convict a Per-'
.son before there is a court case
to be tried. I cOurd find myself
unemployed and having a dif-
ficult time of getting one be-
cause of an allegation or incor-
rect results, much the same way
that people were bl8ckbaUed be-
tContinued on Page A6J
toward effective policy which
realistically enhances the col-
lege environment socially, edu-
cationally and financially. should·
not be viewed as an evisceration
of the present alumni establish-
ment. There is nothing profound
about black and Latino
graduates organizing indepen-
dently to solicitfunding;to·estab-
lish professional interest pro-
grams, to encourage administra-
tive pluralism, and to provide
scholarships for higher educa-
tion, all on behalf of the coneqe.
In- the final analysis, this mat-
ter should not be viewed as a
racial issue. The impact of deny-
ing a charter to the BlAA could
have disastrous consequences.
Trends in minority participation
- in business and education have
negatively reversed. The college
cannot afford for the educational
process to proceed without the
successful involvement of minor-
ity alumni, administrators, and
faculty. Such an alliance cannot
fail to have salutary effects on
students as a ~hole.
In their areas of special knowl-
edge, thousands of Baruch
alumni manifest a 'commitment
to minority progress, but have no
point of reference or concern, It
takes only a moment's reflection
to realize that Baruch's minority
students as prospective alumni.
are barely surviving a war of edu-
cational attrition. The Black and
Latino Alumni Association would
like to organize so that we may
augment in number to reappor-
tion opportunity to an. -
..........: .. . ~..
tested, might not mention that I
am taking prescnbed or over-
the-eounter niedi.cations that af-
fect the test. Also, foods that I
eat have something in their rec-
ipe that affects the test: poppy
'seed bagels. poppy seed cake.
It can effect a, test much like
chocolate does for a test for caf-
feine. Doc:umentation is a problem
in testiag. Consider the~
for a large business, or govern-
ment. A large employer might
have thousands of people being
tested. My urinalysis might have
the wrong label,_. Joseph Reiss'
test hasMrs. Jane Smith's label.
The test process can have mis-
takes in them. either from not
looking for the right substances
to utilizing untrained people. A
. , .
e-x
program. Both. are highly sus-
pect, and are more legal trouble
than a business wants. -
. -Retiability in the tests resu'ts --
are a probtem thatwffr-probabfy
increase as there are more tests.
The Center for Disease Control
found that many laboratories
were unable to detect drugs at
the concentration level called at
their contract. There was a 60
percent chance of a false-nega-
tive reading, and a smaller
chance of a false positive read-
ing.
The reasons for error deals
with a number of causes.
Human error plays an important
role. I, as the person being
ment to equity for"minorities and
higher r:ninority representation in
the establishment has been min-
imal. Consequently. the BLAA
realized it could not effectuate
change under regulation and
elected ·to decline the college's
offer to operate within the exist-
ing alumni association. This is
not an issue of reparations. It
was me strong opinion of the
BLAA that there existed a need
to open a ne!i front. The BLAA
must be free to introduce an in-
novative range of goals,
strategies and tactics. Our social
expressions require political and
ideological identity. Through the
BlAA, the college benefits from
diversifying its alumni member-
. ship base. in addition to ensur-
ing that minority students will
have a better prospect of emerg-
ing with demonstrable and mar-
ketable competencies. This cul-
minates into a broader mix of
professionaL contributing
alumni.
Legally, the BLAA:s assertion
of discrimination stems from the
undisputed tact-that the historic
legacy of discrimination has
prompted"all minority and spec-
ial interestgroups to organize for
parity and equal participation.
The desire to take tangible steps
.. ." .' ~ -,~ oJ''':.
", .;: ,- ..'
tions the consistency of the al-
leged symptoms, tne training of
the manager and any biases that
he she may have. If the super-
visor is used to thinking that
minorities take drugs, citing
studies correlating drug use and
minorities. is that probable
cause. My manager might think
that all Germans like to drink
beer, or that Jews. like to .drink
wine. Are those beliefs probable
cause? Random testing doesn't
even give a reason to an em-
ployee. Random testing can be
an effective way of harassing
people that a business does not
want. One would want to ask
oneself how random the test
truly is. I would have a lot of
trouble accepting either testing
might- mess something up, and
blame it on me. If/when I am
faced with this drug testing dil-
.JeFAFAa. +wfD-pR)bably side wjt~· ---
this reasoning~ftS'an advantage
that not using drugs allows me.
There are two types of testing
programs that are often em-
broiled in legal action: probable
cause and random testing. Be-
sides .the arguments of the
breaking of constitutional rights,
there are problems in the es-
sence of the tests. Probable
cause means that someone,
probably a supervisor ~s alleging
that I have shown symptoms of
drug or alcohol dependency.
Problems arise when one ques-
ally empower minority students
to confidently exchange, net-
work and approach business op-
portuniti~ with their counter-
parts. Such action can -only in-
tegrate the contnbunons and
vast talent Baruch alumni have
~
to offer the marketplace.
The primary objectives of the
BLAA are immune to social and
racial bias. Our focus is integ-
rated. yet Irrtrmsic-in quality and
nature. Our agenda is tailored,
simple and purposeful. The no-
tion of two ·independent alumni \
associations indivisible by mem-
bership warrants serious atten-
tion. Every college/university
has alumni that it can elect to
ignore, passively accept or
openly embrace.' Black and
Latino professionals who are
progenies of the college are not
responsive in actively support-
ing the institution. -Non-minority
alumni are not sensitized to the
special needs of minorities-
particularly blacks and His-
panics. These matters cannot be
resolved solely by traditional and
institutional approaches. The
BLM acts as the missing link
that will appeal to socially en-
lightened foundations, corpora-
tions and successful alumni. ~
To date, the college's commit-
.. --. e' -e" ..
Seven years ago, the BLAA -
recognized these perpetual.
problems and asked Baruch CoI-
lege- to evaluate the mutual be-
nefit that would emerge from the
sharing of resources,-ideas and
programs concerted for pros-
pective and current minority
alumni. . The requests of the
BLAAWe1'eaddressed. Our con-
cerns were perceived a~ insub-
stantial for independent incorpo-
ration. The realism of the state
of affairs compelled the BLAA to
rightfully pursue autonomy and
passage tl:lrough the courts. .In
assessing the extent of years of
litigation .still outstanding, the
college maintains its refusa1 of
charter and recognition of the
BLAA.
As new factors develop, the
issue ofrace entombs the urgent
and dire need for the BLAA. The
illimitable concept of establish-
ing an independent alumni or-
ganization specifically tailored to
assist in mainstreaming the nar-
rOWly culture-bound standards
of the corporate sector with
more qualified. competent
minority students. is by far, void
of racial content and detriment.
Membership in the BLAA is open .
to all. We encourage non-minor-
ity interaction and participation.
The BLAA serves to education-
direct correlation between drug
use and workers' productivity
and the non-drug user is the bet-
ter choice. ,
As I am faced with the choice
of taking the test or not taking
the test, I should look at my
reasons for making either
choice. After I graduate with my
accounting degree, I might look
to private business for my
career; F-ortune see-size
businesses are constantly look-
ing for accounting majors. This
.company Is one. of the majority
of Fortune SOO-size companies
that corrsuct drug and alcohol
tests. Taking the test means that
·1 am sacrificing the Fourth
Amendment's protection of il-
legal search and seizures and
the Fifth Amendments protec- /
tlon of my right to privacy. These
are·constitutional rights that ~II
Americans have. Yet this busi-
ness, and many like it, are ask-
ing (or requiring) me to give
them up. I must also ask myself
if a business that distrusts its em-
ployees is the type of business
I want to work in.
On the other: hand, why not
take the test. Since I have n0-
thing to hide. take the test. get _
the job and be done with it. Work-
ing for'.- a lar9...e company can
bring-high pay w'hile. working
there. and future clients if-I start
. my own accounting firm. Plus:
as a new graduate, I. need the
money. Drug testing might even
get rid of fellow employees who
By JOSEPH REISS
Drug use is a problem that is
costing businesses and con-
sumers bilHons of dollars. It is
estimated that drug and alcohol
abuse costs 30 to 60 billion dol-
lars in absenteeism, lost produc-
tivity and health care. Federal
experts estimate that 10 to 30
percent of all American workers
use drugs on the job. Accidents
caused by people on drugs or
alcohol can cause millions of dol-
lars in losses as well as the lives
of people. The employers often
bear the legal liability of the cost.
Obviously, corporate leaders
want to' lessen the risk drug
users cause, and reduce the
number of employees on drugs
(hopefully with drug recovery
programs and not just by firing
people). The most often used
way of detecting abusers is
through drug testing programs.
One of threetypes of urinalysis
tests is the mostoften used: thin-
layered chromatography, en-
zyme immunoassay/radioim-
munassay. and gas chromatog-
raphy/mass spectroscopy. I will
probably have to take one of
these tests some time in the fu-
ture for a. job.
Pre-employment testing is the
way that moSt~rporationswill
conduct their teSting programs.
Legally, they have the---Qreates1_
defense in conducting the test-
ing - program. The_law allows
businesses to hire the mostqual-
ified person for a position. A bus- .




By JOSEPH c. FAGAN
Despite all the hostile rhetoric.
administrative myopia and
polarization, the volunteer
lea~rShip of the Black and
latino Alumni Association and
our constituency, continue its up-
ward struggle to organize for
change and unity through multip-
licity. In retaining our identity and
cultivating our resources, we en-
.hst the support of the student
community and future alumni of
Baruch College.
Unique in our development is
the promise, vision and direction
required to collectively address
an emerging crisis so easily mis-
understood and maligned. The
increasing number of btack and
Lanno students on academic
probation at the college is alarm-
ing. Though minority enrollment
has increased, the numbers
graduating have decreased.
Minority alumni who do graduate
are disenfranchised and some-
times unprepared to progres-.
sively advance in corporate and
private sectors. As alumni, we
hold Baruch College in rever-
ence as a necessary tool for so..
oJ
cial and professional advance-
ment. As minorities, we relish
policies and opportunities that
afford penetration of· the com-
petitive, and often exclusive.
business environment.
tContinued on Page A6)
color in the school and the ad-
verse affirmative action record of
te school in terms of faculty hir-
ing and promotion.
-that 'three- independent
Baruch College alumni assccta-
tions were in existence and re-
ceived financial assistance from
the Baruch College Alumni As-
sociation and that the school's
alternatives to the BHAA to be
an advisory committee and an
affiliate shows "selective denial"
in that such propositlor.s were
not made to the existing inde-
pendent alumni associations
since there was no fear that they
might impose their views on the
BCAA
-that President Joel Segall ac-
cepts that the formation of the
BHAA will anger' the present
members of the BCAA. who
have until now. shown significant
disregard for the mountainous
impediments thrown in the way
of minority "stuoents and
graduates and indeed the stu-
dent population in general
-that the BHAA will address
such issues as the high minority
dropout rate and to sponsor
tutoring services for the school
in general
.. indirectly quoted from a poem
by Amiri Baraka LeRoi Jones
and Hispanics as equal and
probably never wifl. But this does
not mean that blacks and HIS-
panics will give up their struggle
and discontinue fighting the
Christopher Wards that cannot
see and continue. to place them
in categories and stereotypes,
robbing them of their individual-
ity.
The call for a Black and His-
panic Alumni Association may
seem like"a small act in a great
war. but it is a start. There is hope
here, because we see that
blacks and Hispanics are uniting
and fighting the great American
philosophical weapon of divide
and conquer. The next and most
urgent step is to call for a com-
plete and drastic change of the
education system. People of
color must not accept an educa-
tion system that is entirely Euro
Anglo-centric. and is ignorant to
the achievements and cultures
of people of color. Let us unite.
"organize our shit as rightly burn-
ing"~ and seek education and
knOWledge that is suitable in de-
fining the cultures of our people
of Color, and this will 'free our
-' .
minds so that we can move to-




cracks and Hispanics. but Chris-
topher Ward, as well. IS a crying
shame.
The coming together of blacks
and Hispanics to form a Black
and Hispanic Alumni Associa-
tion is not a question of color. It
IS not about excluding other
groups of ethnic diversity. It is
the unity of two groups of people
of color with diverse cultural tra-
ditions fighting to change the
old. one-sided, Euro Anglq-cen-
tric point-ot-view of Baruch col-
lege. to be used as an effective
tool that would accomodate the
needs of blacks and Hispanics.
In order to make a change or
bring about revolution, one must
first unite with individuals or
groups of individuals to fi'ght for
a common cause. This common
cause is what America is sup-
posed to be about: freedom and
equality.
The fact that blacks and His-
panics in America are a captive
people is essential in how they
are cerceiveo and treated. White
America does not view blacks
"Ward like
manv white..
liberals' . .. . "
"his Machiavellian
intension in blinding
the reader will be
"apparent.
is the need for a people to have
a concept of their identity. for
what better way to jolt a people
than to make them discover their
distinctive qualities? The very
fact that he begins his whole
critique of the formation of the
'BHAA with the Miss Black
America Beauty contest not only
exhibits his sincere hatred for
the appreciation ofbeauty. it also
goes to showhis malicious ignor-
ance of the beautiful qualities of
people of African-American des-
cent.
The article. either through
malice or sheer unpardonable
ignorance of its seemingly
apathetic author, refuses to state
certain important facts that are
stated in plain language by the
plaintiffs in the ongoing litigation:
-that the BHAA seeks to have
an impact on the ignominous
number of faculty members of
By EDWARD ASANTE
This article is in direct re-
sponse.to Chris Ward's article in
the last issue of The.Ticker titled
"Reverse Racism," which I now
have reason to gather that his
purposes were to incite some
sort of controversy over an issue
that goes down deeper than he
made it seem.
Ward mentions in his article
that the formation of the Black
and Hispanic Alumni Associa-.
tion was objected to by the
school because the committee
is "fighting for segregation" by
its very name and nature. What
Ward did not seem to under-
stand is the idea that has even
now: not yet been enlightened
on the nature of subtle minority
oppression in many ways.
Blacks and Hispanics have for
all these years been discrimi-
nated against (and are still being
discriminated against) simply
oecause of their identity. Ward
by saying that the BHAA was
"not discrirninated against but -
were kept from discriminating,"
only acknowledges the sarcas-
tic. infamously parochial and
seemingly biased views of yet
another victim of society's mis-
haps.
The· idea of a Miss Black
America contest is to cement
and solidify the notion of belong-
ing and the realization that there
.The Displaced Cartoonist
HISPANIC IS NOT A COLOR
By TONY MEDINA
Christopher Ward IS liVing
proof of the naivete and stupidity
of white America. In his attempt
to come off as a bleeding-heart,
white liberaf nationalist. he
comes across as an offensive ra-
cist and a spoiled brat.
The fact that blacks and His-
panics walk the halls of Baruch
must disturb him. For when
Baruch was first opened. whites
were the only. ones allowed to
attend. Now the doors are open
and the white populace that pa-
tronized the school must con-
tend with the fact that there are
other groups of people and
nationalities in the scbooi--enc
now the school must change to
accomodate the different and di-
ver~ cultures. that not only lend
to the establishment of America.
but also to Baruch college and
the other colleges throuout this
country.
Ward, like many blind white lib-
erals. continues to believe that
blacks and Hispanics uniting to-
gether to form a Black and His-
panic Alumni Association is a
question of color. This is
obscene and ridiculous. Since
when has Hispanic been a
color?
It is the great tragedy of this
nation that it has produced an
conditioned an entire nation of
Christopher Wards. who. with
their ability to "think." are the
most dangerous and destructive
racists in the world. That
America has failed. not only
tion of whether or not those pre-
sent agree that there is bias at
Baruch. We will also hear from
professors of color who have
been separated from the institu-
tion in recent years. They will re-
count in detail . the cir-
cumstances surrounding their
departures. A number of alumni
will a(so be present to update us
on their valiant struggle, and cur-
rent faculty of color who are in
the process of being ejected will
also discuss their cases. We will
also have. very important infor-
mation for any female staff
member who feels she has been
the victim of bias.
From now on we shall have to
refer to the College Affirmative
Action Office as the Negative
Action Office. They still refuse to
make copies of their Negative
Action Report available to the
students. Students are directed
to the lone copy in the School
Library. 17,000 students must
share one copy! We are told the
school cannot afford the cost of
xeroxing copies! Nevertheless.
class bulletins are given away
like water during registration. No
expense is spared in getting us
to enroll, but when we ask ques-
tions about whose salary our tui-
tion monies are paying. we are
told that it is none of our busi-
ness.
Remember the old slogan.
"Don't shop where you can't
work!" Maybe we should start a
new one, "Don't go to school
where you can't teach!"
The failure of the eminently
qualified Substitute Professor in
Economics. Or)mmanuel Egbe.
to obtain an assistant professor-
ship in 1987 is still a sore point.
When Dr. Robert Martinez asked
to see the paperwork that the
Negative Action office com-
pleted in this case. they of
course refused. They told him
that they only had to keep the
Affirmative Action paperwork on
the case for two years. and that
only an officer of the court could
see them.
It is a shame that the Negative
Action office is taking such a dif-
ficult and confrontational stance.
They are telling us we must sue
them. and that we have until May
to do it.
Any suit will be a painful pro-
cess indeed. and many other
cases besides Egbe's will be
examined. •
The Negative Action Office
should be reminded that in the
Chancellor"s statement he also
said that we must "put a stop to
the rigged search procedures all
of us know about ... In other
words. before a department can
offer anyone a job the chairman
and the Affirmative -Action Of-
ficer must certify formally and in
writing that affirmative action
search procedures have been
followed. Without the sign-off.
there can be no offer. - We sin-
cerely hope the college has
been following the procedures
the chancellor has outlined.
We hope to see everyone at
the next Open Forum on bias at
Baruch. It will be held on Thurs-
day. Nov. 9. 12:30-2 p.m .. Room
114. 15S E. 24th St.
Did you know that in the Ac-
counting Department here at
Baruch, there are 32 profes-
sors? None of them are Latino.
None of them black. Did you
know that in Economics and Fi-
nance there is a full-time staff of
46? Not one is Latino. Not one
is black. Did you know that Mar-
keting has 25 Professors? Not
one is a person of color. Did you
know that Public Administration
has a tull-time staff of 13? Not
one is a person of color. Did you
know that Statistics has a staff
of 44? No Latinos. One black.
Did you know that Management
has a full-time staff of 44? No
Latinos. Two blacks. Did you
know that there are no Latino
professors in the Business
School?
Did you know that the School
of Education has never had a
Latino professor? Did you know
that 80 percent of incoming
freshmen are people of color?
Knowleage is power. Access to
education iSlaccess to power. Is
that why we are being denied?
The question must be asked.
Does Baruch practice educa-
tional apartheid? ....1.1 (
Look at the following state-
ment. See if you can guess who
said these words. "In the City
University of New York and at
schools like the City University
of New York a bleaching
phenomenon takes place. The
longer you're here and the
higher you go the more likely you
are to be white ... What we see
overall. therefore, is an institu-
tion staffed by a faculty whose
most powerful. secure. and inf-
luential members differ in the
two most significant identifying
traits in our society-race and
sex-from the vast majority of
the people they lead. evaluate
and serve."
'"FrOl11 nOli' ()'1 H'e' shall 'have to refer to
the College AjJirJ11'(lti,·e Action OjJice as
the Negative Action Office. H
The NegativeAction Office
By ARTHUR LEWIN
ThIS statement was made by
the Chancellor of City Universi-
ty. Dr. Joseph Murphy in a formal
address to the college presi-
dents. (see University Faculty
Senate Newsletter. October.
1986). The Chancellor went on
to say. "Affirmative action is more
than a program for black people.
or for Hispanics. or for Asians or
for women. It is a program for
the entire University. and its aim
is to make a strong institution
even stronger. more responsive
and more responsible to its total
set of constituencies than it has
been in the past."
At our first Open Forum. an in-
terracial group of over a hundred
students. faculty and alumni at-
tended. The lawyer for the black
and Latino Alumni Association
gave us a detailed breakdown
of the seven-year battle with the
college over the formation of
the BLAA. At our next forum
on Nov. 9. we want to hear
the college's side of the story.
We specifically invite them to
send someone to explain to us
why they are obstructing the
black and Latino alumni from
forming an association to aid
and assist Baruch students.
After an extended period of
discussion. the forum unani-
mously decided that there was
bias at Baruch. At the second
forum we will re-open the ques-




thirsty to learn what I had. I taught
and taught. They were brilliant." .
Even though students in China are
subjected to all kinds of indignities.
beatings and sacrifices just for learn-
ing. on his way home Riley was able
to take five students out of China and
bring them here. to the states. so that
they could attend graduate school.
One of these students is nQW on the
teaching staff at Hunter. "She was
beaten almost to death. but still pur-
sued her work. Though they beat me
I'll still do it. That'sthe courage that
the Chinese students inspire;' said
Riley.
After teaching in China. Staten Is-
land and working at Doubleday•. "For-
tune picked me up," said Riley. He
never took a journalism course. and .
neve1,dloogfn that he.wotdd evereJld--~· .- ".-.-.- '-'-'
up··worlcirtg. actively- as' ·a'joumalist;
But after he left. the College of Staten
Island. he met Mary Johnston, the
chief of reporters At Fortune. "She is
sort of a legend at lime-Life. I went
up to lime-Life. she liked me and put
me to work in the billionaire's issue
right' away." said Riley.
As far as Riley is concerned. teach-
ing fills the space that journalism can't.
J'~_••
"I like journalism
because 1 like things
that go very fast. I am
a speed demon . · ·
The speed aspect is
stimulating, but my
priority is teaching.
I love it. It has always
been my aspiration. I
rather be a teacher."
---_ ..~




"The most honest and rewarding re-
lationship .is the one, between student
and teacher. I give-you take-and'
give back.'
Have a conversation. or take a class
with Professor Charles Riley. and you
cannot help coming' away impressed.
Intelligent. articulate. polished, but
most of all genuinely interested in the
welfare of others. especially his stu-
dents.
Riley isa soft-spoken. profound yet
boyish looking college professor who
started working as an adjunct at Baruch
College teaching composition courses
in 1988. He later applied for a position
teaching journalism, which he ob-
. -tained and has been teaching ever
since.
Born in Stirling. Scotland, Riley
~~c--<,""",,"·<flfor..llffflow~.in-1ris-gJ3ndfatber's
.. 'footsteps who wasva great doctor in .
Boston. Riley came to the states to go.
to prep school in Connecticut on a hoc:",
key ·'scholarship. He later continued
with his undergraduate work as a pre-
med major at Princeton. "
After traveling to London. to con-
tinue with his pre-med education.
Riley worked in the emergency ward
of a hospital while enrolled in their
N internship program.." had a tough
't time dealing with people who died.'
~ said Riley, who gave up medicine al-
i together and decided to tum to English=literature instead.
tfl' From then On. Carlos Baker. an old
professor at Princeton. had a tremend-
ous influence on Riley. He had also
suffered through a bad experience after -------------
majoring in medicine. and therefore "'I like journalism-because I like things
advised Riley to continue with English that go very fast. I'm a speed demon.
courses. "He led me right into English Journalism requires you to do pieces
and I loved it from the beginning.' in half an hour. You have to be very
said Riley. fast. very quick because you are on
While working as an assistant at deadlines. The speed aspect of it is
. Doubleday. a publishing house. Riley stimulating•.but my priority is teach-.
continued his graduate work at the City ing. I love it. It has always been my
University Graduate. School in New aspiration. I'd rather be a teacher,"
, York. "No matter what they gave in ..' Part of the reason why Riley's clas-
the evenings. I would take it. Whether ses are never boring is because he aI-
, the .seminar was English. Medieval, ways finds a way to teach you ~­
American or Linguistics, I just took it 'thing new. Instead of making lesson
and finished my graduate work in a plans from textbooks. Riley teaches
little 'over four years." out of his own experiences. He pre-
As part ofhis academic career. Riley pares- you for the real' world. "One
taught -in China. He describes it as: thiilgl don't want to do as a teacher
"The greatest experience of my life. I is to entertain. Journalists write to en-
had students who jvere filled with a tei1ain~ fOf fun. Teachers can also be
great desire to learn: I taught six days entertainers. I.want to teach students
a week, seven hours a day, and over (Continued on Page-B7)










PlACE: 5th Floor, 26th Street Bldg.
Showings will alternate between
rooms '509 and 514
insignificant considerations, in
which case his Machiavellian in-
tentions in blinding readers will .
be apparent and his demented
reasoning manifested.
, I refuse to duplicate Ward's
•
mistake in calling the BHAA'ra-
cist by in turn calling him a racist,':'-
that will not only be an unfair
sketch of a fine cartoonist, it wiD
also create the view that his
opinions are not representative .
of a section of our society. I can
only say that his opinions are evi-
dence of his uneducated bias
and his deficient norturing-he
is yet another scratch on the
gaping sore of our educational
system.
Please do not read my inten-
tions incorrectly fotks, I 'am not
one of those militant and
paranoid color activists, but
neither can I stand such con-
troversy-hungry journalists as
Chris Ward-the displaced car-
toonist.
Please
(Continued from page AS)
cause of McCarthyism in the
1950s. To me this is an important
problem. Since I don't use drugs
or alcohol, someones stupid
ideas that are baseless can
cause a problem. In a field of
business where one's trust and
confidence gets or loses clients,
I don't want unfounded rumors.
Drug testing is something that
I will have to deal with in my fu-:
ture. Business and government.
are trying to use testing to deal
with an increasingly dangerous
and costly problem. In the end,
as long as I stay away from the
stuff, I will be minimizing the,
problem.
SHOWTIMES: Continuous Showings
5:30 - 8:30 p.m,
Mondays· -~Wednesdays
DURATION: Each film runs approx, 20 mins so drop
by before, after, or in between classes
to catch these films
Shake
(Continued from Page A3)
cisco weren't heroes. These
people knew the risk, and when
the earthquake hit they took the
steps necessary to insure, as
best they could, their own quality
of life. It was personal.
And once their houses are re-
built, the dead buried, the "' Sur-
vived the Quake" t-shirts sold,
they will go back to, being the
cowardly Americans who lock
their doors and let drugs, murder
and crime take over our country.
The earthquakes are not my
problem, I don't live on a fault
line. What's really a joke is that
if we can get half the unity dis-
played by people after an earth-
quake, to fight more "human" .
problems we can make this
country great again: It will never
happen though because people
just aren't shocked by anything
anymore. We've seen it all be-
fore. Even collapsed bridges
and highways. Even babies ad-
dicted to crack and stuffed into
toilets. It just makes you numb.
Cartoonist
(Continued from page A4)
-that the BCAA has in its ac-
tions exhibited blatant hatred for
its members of color by, in one
instance casting racial slurs on
Ada Smith-the only black pres-
ident.
Folks, look who is being ac-
cused of. racial hegemony! It
ceases to be "funny" at this
juncture.
It can only be wondered if'
Ward deliberately refused to de-
tail the above-mentioned points
since he quoted from this official
motion, or that he saw them as
ICONTINUOUS FREE POPCORN DURING SHOWINGS I
Sponsored by: The Office of .Audio Visual, the ESSA, The GSA,
The Office of Evening & Graduate Services & ASPA
JOHN CLEESE COMES TO' BARUCH
.Iohn Cleeae, of MontvPvthon ,& A Elsh -Called, .Wanda:.fame-, has
created a series of professional training videos for business executives,
which will be featured at Baruch College during the month of November.
November -6--8 November 13-16
MANAGING PROBLEM PEOPLE MEETINGS, BLOODY MEETINGS
(Case Study in Leadership) An lnefffclent chairperson
A supervisor learns to control dreams he is in court for
a very diverse staff: Lazy Linda, negligent conduct of
Silent Sam, Wimpy Wendy meetings
and more r November 20-22
MORE B,LOODY MEETINGS
Through a serles of flashbacks,
an incompetent chairperson
-learns from his mistakes.
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pared to face the challenge just as she
did. Felix has acquired so.much insight
from the program that she faithfully













abilities, and when they
return home they not'
only~eak another
language fluently but
they have also learned
to relate to different






The Baruch/Exchange Program was ceeded in sending students abroad
begun in 1982, and it is directed safely and in welcoming the French
by Dr. Maxi'ne Fisher, whose effort and students here. She encourages every
diligence are so greatly put forth in qualified student to attend .
assisting both foreign and native stu- Paris, the capital of France, is a city
dents through the extremely critical of beauty, of pleasure, of fashion, of
!'rocess .of settling down in an unfarnil- art and leaning, and of great industry.
rar environment. Fisher feels some- The Cathedral of Notre Dame, one of
what tri umphant that she has suc-' the world's most famous churches, and
. .
M~ime Fisher, Director of the Baruch Exchange Program, with Benoit
Dehguy, an exchange student. . -
emotions which were aroused by the
Black Week performances, But this is
certain: Black Week wasabreathtaking





By SIU E MARK




. You are. comfortably seated in a mag-
v nificent Sidewalk cafe, sipping a cup
of aromatic cappuccino under the blaz-
ing afternoon sun while you are com-
pletely captivated by the lovely land-
scapes of the Luxembourg Gardens.
Enchanted by the delightful disarray
of the lush pastel rainbow of flowers,
you are in total reverie. Suddenly, you
return to another dimension 'where you
are sitting in the auditorium, half lis-
tening to the most boring lecture, and
wishing that you could escape to that
heavenly place ... Paris.
Now you could have an opportunity
to live in Paris for some time through
the Baruch/Paris Exchange Program.
The New York Baruch/Paris Ex-
change Program, which has .been spon-
sored by the CUNY system since 1982,
is a nonprofit study abroad program
between Baruch College. and the
major universities in Paris. It provides
students the opportunity to reside inde-
pendently in Paris for either one semes-
ter or one year. to associate closely
with faculty members and students of
another diversified university, to
explore in depth a totally new culture,
and to appreciate the beautiful nature
of this country. By succesfully expand-
ing their" horizons students can demon-
strate a degree of initiative, indepen-
dence, responsibility and maturity
which can contribute significantly to
their ..professional careers and to the
rest of their life.
the 984-feet-tall Eiffel Tower are some
of the main attractions of this "City of
Lights:' Above the treetops rise the'
roofs and towers of royal palaces, an: .
cient and modem universities,
museums, theaters, and churches
which are the remiriders that Paris, for Denise Felix, a Baruch exchange
many centuries was the most powerful student.
and cultural city ~!1 Europe.
According to Fisher, studying
overseas will definitely increase stu-
dents' marketing abilities. When stu-
~v dents return home they not only speak
another language fluently but they
have also learned to break down the
barrier of relating to different people
in a foreign country. Because many
companies have become international.
the students who have gained certain
IIIII" 'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~~~~~ll cli~ ~to the top of the corporate ladder ofsuccess when working in this gfobal
AdditjonaII~ ,~tb.e.
J"cieDdship . .aDd hOspitality. that they
have. made will last forever.
Christopher Ciresi, a recent adver-
tising graduate, has learned the ability
to thirst for knowled.g.e... J~Ltbrive_ for
the best and to persevere through dif-
ficult times because of the exchange
program. With a minimum back- The credits acquired at the overseas
ground in French, but with a strong in- institution's are used to fulfill the elec-
centive to learn. Ciresi demonstrated tive credit requirements at Baruch. Stu-
that he was courageous enough to ven- dents pay the same'tuition as Baruch
ture and to study abroad, After he re- before they leave. but they also pay
!urned to NY, he was capable of speak- for l!'lnspOrtation, housing, books and
109 French fluently. Now Ciresi has supplies and personal expenses. There
acquired a management level position are also offices in Paris that help stu-
in a French-American company. dents locate a place to live or find·a
8
Each' year students from all the city well-paid job such as a tutor. caretaker.
universities accompanied by a CUNY waiter and waitress.
professor are on an exchange program To be qualified, students must have
The Ticker wished good luck to ../ with the French student. Benoit De- a minimum GPA of 2.75 along with
Lewis Tucker who was elected chair- 4 liquy. assistant to Fisher and a full- three semesters of accredited French
As Baruch had, just became an inde- person of the Day -S-ession Student time French exchange student with a taken at Baruch. A background ofequi-
pendent branch of City College. Pres- Gove_rnment (today's president). human resources management major. valent proficiency in French. and a
ident Robert Weaver established the Tucker inherited a government that had enjoys staying. in Baruch so much that willingness to leave home can also
following positions: the Dean of Bus- been knee deep in corruption and he's spending his second year here. help students qualify for ~he program.
iness and Public Administration. the bureaucracy. In a Ticker editorial. the The Day Session Student Govem- Combined with his French accent. Be- Students can take advantage of prog-
Dean of the School of Liberal Arts and newspaper wished Tucker. "success. ment was found to have violated their noit apparently speaks English quite nnas any semester but they must apply
Sciences. the Dean of Students. the constitution five times during the fluently. for it a semester ahead so that all the
Dean of Campus Planning. the Dean W I h h semester. Top govem~entofficials dis- Denis FeliX., a recent sociology necessary arrangements can be made.
of Administration and the Provost. e earnest Y ope t at missed the violations as minor infrac- graduate, had the most wonderful ex-' For further information and applica-
Weaver indicated to the Board of this new Day Session t~ons of unworkable and unnecessary perience in her life when she stayed tions students can call or stop by the
Higher Education that under this ty~ regulations. and instead said that they in Paris from Sept.. 88 to June 89. In Office of Study Abroad. located at
of structure, Baruch could maintain its Student Senate may obeyed the "spirit"" if not the letter of a response to the question of how she Room 532. ISS, E. 24 St .• or contact
accreditation for the School of Busi- overcome all of the the law .. , The Black and Hispanic has changed through this journey, sh'e Fisher at (212) 725-3214.
ness while developing a strong Liberal Alumni Association Ad-hoc Commit- states that she has become a •'more y--------.....-----~
Arts School in 'a very short time . ,. obstacles which will tee filed a federal class action suit matured. more self-secured, more
The Afro-American Society sponsored inevitably be thrown against President Joel Segall. seeking positive. and happier" person. Over-
a Black Week program that was. official sanction to organiie as a sepa- all. Felix has becOme a well-rounded
deemed everythIng from. ··enlighten- their wa~ rate group. Joseph Sellman. the ch.air- person in that she has access to another
ing" and ·"entertaining" to "racist" and persori of the Ad-hoc committee said. culture. has visited many beautiful and
··anti-semitic" by those who viewed it. "We have an excellent chance of suc- infonnative places in Paris. as well as
The program included films. a fashion We earnestly hope that this new Day .cess." Randolph M. Scott in some parts of Europe and has made
show. an art exhibit. drama and a lec- Session Student Senate may overcome McLaughlin. one of the attorneys from many new friends everywhere. Felix
tur:e by Sonny Carson. One perfor- all of the obstacles which will inevita- the Center for Constitutional Rights says that she wants to live in Paris in
. mance by the Opressed' People's bly be thrown in their way" . . . And :representing the committee. said.·The the "future because the atmosphere
Theatre. composed of Black Panthers. a classified ad in Baruch's Real ,Es- First Amendment gives everyone the, there is peaceful and friendly. (The
had a line fi'om the stage 'Xhich of- tate Society said. "Is your apartment right to freely associate. In cases of complete opposite of hectic New
fended many people: "Hitler:_did not being rented without your knowledge? students seeking to organize. they have York.)
bum enough Jews." Even so The Do your rats have a pennanent lease? won in almost every case . . ." The Felix advices that all students sbould
Ticker said, ..It is impossible to do jus- Find out! Come to the Real Estate So- suit is still going on today. join this program. Once they are in
tice in the mere printed word to the -dety's meeting. Compiled by Caitlin Mollison Paris, they' obviously should be pre-
---------__..J
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CHIT
CHAT
turned to the garage, he was deter-
mined to find the cat. Meanwhile, the
lady is complaining to the other
mechanics about her car making cat
s~unds. While working closely at the
Side of the car. in the front port, near
the fen~e~ G. saw the two things that
were shining. As he looked closer and
closer. he saw the green eyes of a small
kitten. At first. G. tried to take him
out. but the kitten scratched him. G.
then wrapped his hand with a towel
~ut his hand once again throught the'
fender. and the kitten came out. There
was no question that he was a cute
little thing- so the lady decided to take
him horne
H~~"' .". oppiotldt«l
by tIpropllt!l Ofdoom. II~ict Of'
II Winlo? HtIW! st1'fIII6e t1lilrgs nt!T
/uzrJpen«I tO)1Oll til "OIM Of' on tM
subwtlY? H~~ witMSSed tillY
amllSing iIIcidmb 01'o~ II
funllY COlfl1e,.,;oll? Is' ,"en
alf~/tillg ill 1M~ borouglls you
t/tilflc is ........bi~ or just'
typictzl of~ York?
q 1M IilaNer 10 allY of I~
flW$t;OIfS isya. thenyou too Ittne tI
T. 01 New Yerk to teU, tmd yOfl
crm.~ your T* PulJlish«l. All
you h~ to do is write (/~ibiy)Or
ty~ (p~fmlbly) 0III,ourstory tlnd
submit it to 'ne 1'IdIer (e/o Tales
of New Ya). Rooilt_IF. SlJltknt
Center. A/It._. a will bedtiDtg-
«I to iIIititlls to J1'OI«I ,. illlto-
celtt. .,,.. JIiOIf '8IWst otIwrwi.w.
back and forth. left and right. back
and forth and so on.
The light was yellow and the drunk
decided to cross the street. He stood
up straight and nearly fell over. but
managed to get his bearing and get his
feet on the road.
From a distance. a car was coming
and coming fast. By the time the drunk
had taken his fourth step. you could
hear the screech of a man pushing his
brake to the floor. hoping to God. he
would not hit another human bcina and
have his insurance. rates go u; the
. wazoo. The man behind the wheel
looked like he was trying to pull his
steering column from the dash of the
car.
Everyone closed their ~'\ LS ,H the
bus stop. but 0, was a ghoul who had
seen too many horror mov ics and was
wondering in the hack 01 his mind.
what the real thing was like compared
to the screen thing. HIS eyes were wide
open.
B. and M. were taking in a movie
ne~r the Greenwich area. They were
quietly and patiently waiting for the
movie to begin. when all of~ sudden
an outburst of laughter and chattins
shattered the silence of the theater. B~.
and M, whispered to each other. "I
wish they'd shut up. the movie is about
to begin." The chatterers were off in
a comer chatting awav. \
The movie began a~d they were still
making noise. so the people in the the-
ater were complaining. B. and M,
Everyone was waitinz to hear that were the loudest of them all. Thev were
sickening thud. but none carne. Some- excited about seeing the movie. and
how the drunk. who a minute aao didn't want to have it ruined by some
couldn't stand straight without falli~g rude individuals. The couple"finally
over. saw the car and picked up hi~ quieted down. and B. and M. wer~
le g , The car had stopped barelv an inch relieved. Furthermore. the movie. was
or two where his other leg was. People excelle~t. and 8, and M. were happy
opened their e~ es to see the drunk with that their 57.00 wasn't spent in \ ain.
one foot on the car hood. his other Ice B. had to use the men's room. there
standing straight holding him up. a~ was a line. B. noticed that the zuv in
inch away from the front bumper.' ""front of the line looked famiTi;r." Of
Another three inches he would've been course it was the jerk inside the theater
tasting our fine city road tar, making all the noise. But when he turn-
The driver picked up his head ned around. to Bvs surprise. he was
slo\\I~. It w~s ob\IOUS he had feared the leadsingerofoneofthemostpopu-
the worst. HIS head came up so slowlv lar R&B groups in the na-tion-:-Tfie
you would,'\e .thl.~ught he expected group's first initial is G, B. hurried up
Jesus standing in from of him. But it the process, and rushed out to tell \1.
was just a drunk with good reflexes. B. asked \1. if she-saw a tall eu\' with
The drunk mov cd his foot and gave a leather hat come out of the -men's
a lecture on driv ing safety. "People on room. \1. said yeah. he went down--
the road damn it ~ Just trying to cross stairs. 8, said. you know who that
the road. damn it~ Got no business was. it \\as the lead singer of G. \1.
bcing hit \\ hen ~ ou 're crossing the road rushcd do\\ nstair~ to me~t the famous
0:\\1:-'; IT~ WATCH \\'HERE yQt:~ cbil-chaucr. the one she had .told to
GOI:\' 0.-\\1:\ IT~" shut up not too long aeo.
Then the ~J:unk \\ent hiS \\a~. the ' 8, \\as a little e~b;rdssed. but he
drl\ er went hI' \\ a~ and D \\ cOl home 'aid \\ hat the hell. the gU\ is a celcb-
\\ Ith .I ...tor~ no one \\ nuld bel ie\ c. nt~. \1. approached hin;. ~reeted hml.
and them shook his hand. while B.
\\ atch~J B. \\ as not sure of \\ hat w
do. \\"hen B. decided to shake hb
hand ..-\ and hi, date were out the
door and Into hh little red Porsche. B.
anJ \1. laughed all the \\a\ to th~ tr.lin
~ -




G l'\\ n, an .-\o1o\.'o Gas Station on
I.~nth Street In Jamaica. Queen,. Last
Sarurda~. a female eu'tomer came m
,:omplainmg about her car. She said
that e\er: time she hit a curye. her car
\\ould make a cat sound. \ko\\.
:-';aturall~, G. thought the lad\ was
cmz~. He checked the car but -found
nothing. he also referred her to other
mechanics. After checking her car in
o~er five different garages in the area
01 Queens. the lad~ came back to G.·s
gas station. So G. decided to take one
more look before ha\ ing to break the
woman's heart. He re~embcred that
cats like to hide near car engines in
ordcr to warm themselvcs when it is
cold, Hc checked and checked but
~ouldn't find anything. He took. the car
for a ride to see if it w'~'uld h'lnnN"
after hc hit a curvc. What hap~~~d:? .






ET just wanted to, 2:0 home to
Queens but the F train ~wouldn't let
him. A water main which took a month
to fix had broken the day after the citv
had fixed ir. E\ crvthinz was bcinz r~­
routed and ET's t~ain rust sat and sat
and sat. ET decided tt; just spend the
night at hIS friend's house in Brooklv n.
xo he got off his new and improved
subway car filled with the same old.
tired and frustrated straphangers.
While he was waitinz on the other
side. he decided to call home. He went
to the one phone on the platform but
stopped short. There was a. woman star-
!ng at the phone. Her eyes were in
intense concentration, She was clean
and k){"?~t?d'l'l6fmal so ET didn't know
what to think. So he decided not to.




He Sal down and looked at the
woman sitting next to him. She was
staring at the woman starinz at the
phone. "Must be from New-Jersev."
ET thought. "She acts like this is some-
thing that's never been done before.
Its Just a New Yorker beinz a :-';e\\
Yorker She's probably \\ aiti~g for an
Important call and \\ ishing I~ '\\ould
eo.me soon. \\'hat a stupid ~mall
mmded 1\:e\\ Jer,e~ an. lookmg at a
\\eird 1\:e\\ 't()rl..:er like thar. Ho~\' dare
,he ~ ET \\ a, all ,et to tell the \\ oman
t() TTIlnd" her 0\\ n business \\ hen h~
looked agaIn at the \\ oman at the
phone. H-: 100kL'J 1.:I(her thh time
Thl' \\nman \\ho he \\a, alreaJ\ to
declare a b-:acon I.)f :-';C\\ York', el..<·~'n­
trIelte, \\;bn't :--tarIng at the phone She
\\ a, L'urrmg her hair and U'Jn~ the
phone', metal part ,1:-- a mirror Littk
haIr, \\erL' falltn~ on to the pLitform.
thc \\l~man \\a, gl\ Ing her,eit a ...plI[-
end trIm. ":-';0\\ ~ou I..·in 'a\ \ou'\e
,ccn C\ er~ thing. ,. ET saij ;ll th~'
\\ oman sitting next to him. She rumcG
around. spra~ cd mal..'e In hIs fal..',: .inG
took hl~ \\ allet.
In tear,. on the \\ a\ to Brook1\ n
ET thought to hi mscl f. -":-';0\\ that I: \ e'
seen everything. I'm mo\ing to
Chicago. I hate thi ... place. " ~
O. \\as waiting for his bus when he
saw a drunk stumblin~ around the
other side of the street. The OllJr.k w....s
ffiv'w ;II~ I'rom one foot to another. like
hc was wheat in a winds-toon, He wcnt
Reverse
Psychology
Everyday E. takes the F train from
23rd Street to 179th Street. the last
stop. and everyday everytime the F
train approaches 179th Street. it zcts
stuck between 169th Street and 69th
Street for about 10 to 30 minutes.
E. has never been known to be a
patient man. so this rcallv, rcallv a~~r<.i­
vatcs him. Just to prove a pu;m.-;nJ
to win a bet. E. decided to take the R
train (which is local all the wav I anJ
time himself to se.:- which train \\ <.1'
actually faster. When approaching
179th Street. (he R train took the F
track because "supposedly (here wa-
an ~ train stuck on the local path.
Since the R tram took the express
track. like any other normal F train. it
was stuck on (hat track for 30 minutes
while the F trains just rode alone on
the local path. -
E. learned a lesson. He vow cd that
he. w~uld never again give up the F
tram for any other train. He also lost




O. is an auto parts 'S~sman. He
truvcls all around New York Citv sel-
ling parts to different warehouses. Last
week, while O. was waitinu in a com-
pany for a buyer. a man. approximately
of age oW walked 10 on crutches. H~
... was nor a bum. bur he was not well
dressed either. He was just O.K. O.
asked him \\ hat was wronz with him.
he said. -w,u. I am a c-onstruction
worker and a couple of \\ ccks aao I
f~11. and suffered a back injury. O. (the
kind man that he IS) collected some
~)Oe) from the people \\ ho \\ ere
around. and gave it to the man. After-
wards. O. left. While outside. he sa\\
the man and asked him. "Where arc
:,
you gomg·.}·' The man said. "to take
the nu-m~r 6 trc.lin. I'm going upto\\n.
homc to thc Bron". O. ga\ e the man
a ride to the numocr 6 -train ~tatJ(.m.
\Vhile dri\ ing. and \\ hile parl..:iDg. O.
was very careful because he kne\\ that
the man \\as injured. O. got out of the
car. opened the door and hel~d' the
man get our of th~' \.'ar.
. O. placed the crutches under the
man's' anns (if he could have carried
him believc me he would ha\e) then
left and went down one block to make
a L'-turn to go back to where he \\a~.
Surprise ~ O. saw the man that he had
helped. carrying his crutches and on
his merry way into a bar. Oh wdL ~,O
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.
David Brooks sPoke next on what a
typical working day islike in the firm.
"There is nothing as a typical day;" he
said, "and probably that is whyI love
the job." He continued that the job is
very challenging, repeating the fact
that one's efforts, "What you put in,
is what you receive," he continued.
He advised prospective CPA candi-
dates toavail themselves for work ex-
perience that would serve many pur-
poses, one of which is to satisfy' the
CPA requirement that a successfu can-
didate should gain at least two-years
of working experience before he gets
a CPA certification.





by a job in such a big,
reknowned firm.
Accounting background
is only helpful; it is not
a prerequisite."





I don'{ know what their (his fam-
ily's) feelings are as far as my lover,
but he's close to my parents and my
sister. We've never discussed that he
is my lover.
Gig; (a sophomore): To the family
question; We are their kids and they
can't. do anything. Whenever it is,
they're going to have to accept us if
they really love us.' That's what it all
boils down to.
Eve: Some parents are like good com-.
rnunities; they take you on your merit.
Then you have parents. who are, the.f'2
terrible parts of society, Parentsa
who are immature and haven't cornea
to terms with their own sexuality and2'
a lot of issues about life and peopleil
being different. They'll want to throw .
you .out because you make them too
nervous.
"Itastounds me that in
~sommunitylike
Baruch . .,.- they can
express bigotry toward
another group."
(Continued on Page 87,t
(Continued from Page 84)
. ~'-""'"
thing. You act on what society teaches
you because you don't think about it.
It astounds me that in a community
like Baruch, with so many minorities
who have dealt with bigotry, (whether
historically or personally), how they
can express bigotry towam another
group.
J(n: Minorities tend to perpetuate the
problem because they've been sub-
jected to criticism for so long that they
want to put down someone else.
It has to do with insecurities. Our
society is filled with insecurities. If
'0nly people would relax and be in
touch with themselves.
Cyn: When you react with violence or
laughter about sexuality, it has to do
with your maturity or your ignorace.
There are a lot of gay People at
. Baruch, some of whom are afraid to
,come out .be..cause fo the. environment
we have here. It actually is an environ-
mentof great intolerance. But that's
going to change.
5. How has yourfamily reacted to your
u comiTlg .o':'t?'~ H fdyet.!z.gy. toS~pP-Qrt.e.d
),ou or have they disowned-you?
Ken: My sexuality is no one's business ;p
but the person I'm sleeping with. ..'
In my family, all my 21-year-old 2
cousins are gettin married. I'm a 25-
year-old single male. A number offam-
ily members have come to me and said,
··Weknow, it's all right.we love you."
It's up to the individual to be himself
and not to force his sexuality on any-
body. It's not an issue that really has
to be talked about, It's the individual
that has to be talked about.
Octot:»er 31, 1989
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CLUBS
The biggest is looking for the best.
Ifyou've been holding out for a job that pays well, but doesn't short-
change you in otherways, you're the kind of person we want to talk to.
The Prudential has a wide range of jobs that will make you eager to
get up in the morning and get to work.
We feel that when you feel that way about your work, personal and
financial success is inevitable.
Direct inquiries to: Manager, College Relations, The Prudential
Employment Center - Dept. SCT; 56 North Livingston Avenue, Roseland,
NJ 07068. An equal opportunity employer.
ThePrudentlal~


















PT Morning & Afternoon
Shifts Available
• • •
"We are here to inform
and educate, To be a
place for young gay
people to come and see
that they have peers in
their community."
think that's beginning to change, had a black professor or a Latino pro- because they won't believe there could
2. Whatmakes\.\·ousaypredominanrly fessor. "We want-to be' be such feeling for someone of the
white when the majority of this school Eve: This isn't going off on a tangent. same sex. It wouldn't be as good, but
is black. Latino and Asian? At the Bias It's just to say with all these minorities individuals and we it can-it is.
at Baruch forum. Professor Arthur present, allthese different viewpoints. . h Ken: L look at a person as a person. If
Lewin said that the blacks. Latinos and it's odd that there's such a conservative want to s ow our I have more in common with some-
Asian minorities constitute about 80 white male directed attitude. That's individuality and go body and I want to get closer to some-
percent of this school. That's a major- something I personally, and I feel the body and express real deep emotional
,it}'. ~o ~1.·~a~ makes you say predomin- group wants to change, to be part of rather than sacrificing feeling. I'm not going to let their gen-
antly '"' hue. changing the flavor here. . divid, I· fi itals decide. That's putting a real con-
Eve: When I said white perspective. I . ...., . . . . our in LVi ua tty or straint 'On who you can be emotional
wasn't talking about the students. I was 3. Your group has been a reason for a the masses." with.
talking about the administration and lor of giggles. -The thought of an or- Twenty or thirty years ago, if you
staff. All my professors are white and ganization for gays and lesbians makes were a black person marrying a white
all but one of-them are male. They're some people uncomfortable. Why do want to show our individuality and go person, it was sick, it was disgusting,
the ones who form the direction at you think that is? with rather than sacrificing our indi- society looked upon it with contempt.
Baruch. Ken: This is my personaJtheory as well viduality for the masses. What's the difference then and now
as the theory of Kinsey (Alfred Kinsey, 4. What if / told you "/ just don't un- with this action?
founder of the Institute of Sex Re- derstand how a person can be gay." People have come to understand that
search). Eve: The foeas-of year question has it was stupid, it was bigotry, it was
.There's a spectrum ofpeople ranging to be on understanding, and I think-part ignorance.rfn terms of homosexuality
from the totally straight to the totally of the problem here is that people don't and bisexuality, it's the same thing. It's
gay. In between that spectrum lies the understand what it means to have fear, stupidity and ignorance. There's
bisexual and people with a percentage homosexual feelings. Or they do un- no difference be-ween a gay person
of heterosexual and homosexual ten- derstand and they're afraid to deal with and a straight person except who they
dencies. it. target their emotions to.
Bisexuality has been around as long Cyn: People ask me, "How can you, It's something that's none of your
as homosexuality. At various times, it be gay: I ask them, ··HoW can you business. Straight people also engage
has been accepted, at various times it be straight?" It just doesn't come down in different types of sexual acts. What
hasn't. We'are going through one of to sex, it's about emotional feeling. is the difference between them, and
those times where it's not accepted but, When you're in love with someone, someone who is gay?
people are fighting for their own it's not going to be different in terms Society teaches you that homosexu-
rights. of emotional feeling of love if you're ality is a bad thing and this is a good
We want to be individuals and we gay. people won't accept gay marriages See "Clubs" on page B5 .
By TOM BABY
Cyn (ajunior): I've taken a lot ofliberal
arts courses and that's true. I've had






Afocus on the Gay and Lesbian Students and
Alliance at Baruch.
Take control ofyour body and your life.
Make breast self-examination a part of
your monthly routine. And see your
doctor regularly for clinical exams and
advice on mammography.
For a free pamphlet about breast self-
examination, call your local American
Cancer Society.
We're here to hel».
Breast self-examination is easy, takes
only a few minutes and can be per-
formed in the privacy of your own
home. It'5 an important way you can










Twelve years ago. an association for
the gay and lesbian students was set
up. New York has a large gay popula-
tion , second only to San Francisco,
Homosexuality can be a touchy sub-
jectvbut if yo~ tiptoe around it. you
make it more than it is. and it is a fact
of life.
J. What is this organization about?
What are it's goals and objectives?
Ken (a senior): Our charter says that
we're here as an informational group
as well as a resource group. We are
here to inform and educate. To be a
place for young gay people to come
and see that they have peers in their
community.
This group is also here to inform the
Baruch community that we"re here and
we have the same wants and needs as
everyone else.. -... .,. .
Eve (a graduate student): A lot of the
issues that are important to gay people
aren't addressed here. There's a kind
of conservatism that needs to be ad-
dressed. Unlike Hunter, unlike New
York University, unlike a lot of educa-
tional institutions in New York that are
addressing the concerns of not just
their gay population but the variance
in their community.
Here it seems to deal with one thing;
which is the heterosexual predomin-
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Marie Degraff said. "It's not true that
all you need is a little praying for a
relationship with God. it's more than
that: It's a relationship!"
Although many or the clubs that at-
tended have different club names,
Righteous Business members said the
core members of each cIub are all
members of the same church; the New
York-Cit~urch of Christ. Because
of this, common bond. the members
are able to teach. preach and live by ,
the same standards of The Bible. The
club members said that they agree on
all points of doctrine and have every-
thing in common in teaching and living
the way The Bible commands.
Baruch's Righteous business Club
holds informal Bible discussions dur-




GATHER TO LEARN HOW TO
({VO THE RIGHT THING.)}
Oyer 475 students from private and
public universities gathered on Sept. We knew this
29, and 30 to learn how to "Do the '
Right Thing" from i. biblical perspec- weekend was
tive. th- d iffThe retreat is held once every sernes- some Ing I erent,
t~r and attracts st~dents from allna- something very
nons who have an interest in exploring· d
a relationship with God. The Righte- senous an most of
ous Business C!ub represented the all," something thatBaruch Community and a number of
other schools attended also, some of dealt with our
which included: New York University, relationship withHunter, Borough of Manhattan Com-
munity College, Yale, Col umbia, Fash- God.
ion ,Institute of Technology, Queens
College, Long Island University,
School of Visual Arts, Brooklyn Col- were at spiritually, you could relate,"
said Baruchian Melody McNish.
After our.classes ended, we all met
for lunch, studied our Bibles, and
talked about the things we needed to
change to get closer to God. This step
was essential so that, the things we
learned-would-stay withus, not justRighteous Business. here but back in the world. All the
be id h hei walls came down and we opened upmemr rs sal th at t err and shared ourreal lives. «It was awe-goal is to teach some" said Griselda Perez. a Baruch
._~tl!dent.J.<·lt~b'he'=d me make·tbat -- ...,'-studentST()~- 'eC·-a-lWa-·"···.' ~' _ _c.' g .. ,~ y finalstep."'AJrhougb-some·of--u5-'never
ti ' I·· ity d saw each other before, we knew thisrom re IgIOSI an weekend was something different,hypocrisy, and learn something very serious and most of. all, something that dealt with our per-to have a .relationship sonal 'relationship with God. We werewith God. all in the same boat in one way or
another and the only way we would
get help and practical advice was by
being honest with ourselves. as well
as others. there were some tears, fits
of rage. frustration and change during
those sobering hours' of exposure.
. "
J oumalism is:
"Looking' for 'a good
truthful story that ,
people don't want to
be known."
lege, Lehman College and even Tem-
ple University in Philadelphia.
Pennseylvania. Righteous Business
members said that almost all of the "It's not true that allschools that attended have similar
clubs on their campuses. and their goal you need is a 'little
is ~o. te~ch students !o get away from praying for areligiosity and hypocisy, and learn how • _' _
to have a relationship with God. . relationship With
The cost of the weekend retreat was G d it tha total of $18.50~ which included one 0, I S more an
overnight stay with four to five room- that its a
mates in the Ramada Renaissance I t'-, hi '"Hotel in East Brunswick, NJ. The re a Ions rp:
guest speakers were campus leaders .'.
from the boston. Philadelphia, and New -------------York City churches of Christ. And they
--------------~ were all fired up to teach everyone
about God from their own personal ex-
periences.
Friday night was check in, welcome
and comedy night. Most of us didn't
hit the sack until two or three o'clock
in the morning, if we slept. at all. Some
stayed up talking about that evening's
lecture entitled: "What is the Right
Thing?" ~ while others celebrated birth-
days. and some read their Bibles or
just crashed into bed.
Saturday started, out with singing
and a lecture on "Why Do the Right
Thing?" Then we all weredismissed to
our classes which consisted of one of
the following: Possibilities, Passion,
Power. or Purity-all regarding are-
lationship with God. "He laid out the
troth and it didn't matter where you
ask you to cover a piece that requires
a little scientific technology, or some-
thing that requires a business back-
~ ground:'
~'. Riley definesjou~allsm as "looking
_. for a good truthful story that people
;F don't want tobeknown.t'The question-aing never stops. It's like being an inves-'
tigator," One could almost selfishly
ask, how can teaching be more excit-
ing than digging up information about
some of the, most powerful. wealthy
and interesting. people in the world?
According to Riley. there is only one
response. "Teaching is genuine, it's
permanent. Teaching is something that
can change a student's life for' 000:'
Teaching is everything' to Prc..essor
Charles Ri ley.
(Continued from page BI)
people on his staff, he works with' 9. Is it the prejudice that comes frompeople, he cares about our community. intolerance or ignorance?
He's always been very supportive. Cyn: There was 'an article in Outlook
. Educ~on. Wc're starting to have Magazine (a gay magazine). There's a
black writers and women. writers as mixed gay couple living in Ben-part of the English cu~cul~m. There sonhurstand the.white man was sayingshould. also be gay writers like James .the people were nice.
Bald~m. A lot of the things he's writ- Eve: The prejudice and attacks haven't
ten like Giovanni's Room are really been present' because they don't see
good. , anyone who's gay. There's no target.Eve: Langston Hughes, they just don't' If someone were to walk down 23.rdsay they're gay writers and they Street holding hands or hugging like
should. It's significant. the couples there, there would be major
I think it has to do with the climate persecutions.
here, . that such people '(Hughes, Thereason it's so hard to gauge how
Baldwin) don't come out. Gay people much prejudice there is at Baruch isare inactive here because the environ- because they've never been chal-ment isn't conductive, People who are . lenged. I personally don't feel that ifgay aren't comfortable saying it. the Baruch community was chal-7. And they wouldfeel more comforta- lenged, they'd come through with f1y-ble going to Columbia? ing colors.
Eve: Yeah. People walked.into Hunter Flying colors in terms of what?
the first day of orientation and the gay In terms of being respectful. i.e. ,"I
and lesbian gT?up had a huge table. am a gay person;" I feel they wouldThey had blacks, Latinos, whites, be in a more persecution vein. Regret-women and men all standing there ably, I say that.
handing out literature. They had sign- ita That's why we have to be out there
up lists and flocks of people. and educate.
W~ have those numbers here. T.he 10. tf you could say one thing to allfact IS that we have no leadership., of Baruch. what would vou want to~here is the faculty? Where is the sa)'? -
staff? Eve: Everybody that's gay, come outThere's a reason they're not en- and support us. Let's make a difference
couraging and not providing role mod- in the community. Let's show themels. I think it's because the climate is we're here and ~e have a valid right
not so hot and that's something I'd like to exist and be respected like any otherto see change. person.
8, Do you think the attitude at Baruch Gigi: Change your attitude, get' to-
is openlyprejudiced or is it people not gether and start to love.
understanding or caring? . Ken: To relax and learn how to develop
Cyn: Where does prejudice come yourself as an individual and acceptfrom? It comes from ignorance and others for the individuals they are.
lack of understanding. Cyn: As Spike Lee would say, "Wake
When you put up posters saying our up and do the damn right thing."
group is here, how soon are they tom These were four people answering t---------------down? How are they, torn down'? questions about being gay and being
Ours are ripped in a really quick here at Baruch. I would've like to havefashion, so that you see half the sign. asked a question on AIDS, but timeOnly ours are ripped soon after. Why wasn't permitting, If there are questionwould they take down one particular you'd like to ask, send them to Thesign? Why not take all of them? Be- Ticker office. If there are enough goodcause that wouldn't be tolerated. questions, a second interview is possi-There is prejudice in this school and ble.
it's not good.
'·<Broadc~ your educational horizons,
Don't just narrow yourself to jour-
nalism. Take psychology. politics.
biology, speech, history, . literature
or 'anything that would diversify your
educational interests. It's tikc a bi-cul-
ture. Accommodate everything accord-
ing to two worlds. If you are well-eo-
vered, you won't freak out when they
g-POTLIGHT
CLUBS
two Icvcls of techniques. One level
should bcwriting. I would likc to think
that my students could handle a fuJI
reporter's job. The other part is de-
veloping the thinking that goes into
thc work, the habits of thought," said
Rilcy. •
When asked by students about
majoring in journalism Riley says,
(Continued from page B5)
If a person is together' and well-
thought out, they're not going to feel
threatened by someone who's different
than they are. They're going to wel-
come them as someone who'Il .give
them new ideas and new outlooks in
·life.
Anywhere you go, if you present
change .toa particular group of people
they'JI welcome it. you present it to
others, they' JI freak out, get nervous
and withdraw and reject it.
I think a big question in everyone's
life is how exposed they're goingto
be. I, could go through Baruch and no
one would ever know I'm gay because
I'm just a regular old person.
I want people to see that this very
regular person is also very gay. Just
by living with somebody, studying
with somebody and watching some-
body, their fears are allayed.
6. What issues are important to the
gay and lesbian communitv at Baruch?,-
In the city? What issues would .'I,'OU like
to address?
Gigi: Equality.
Cyn: Visibility, especially for lesbians;
letting people know we're here and lots
of us are here.
Representation. I'd like to see a type
of environment at this school that re-
flects the population. Ten to fifteen per-
cent is a number that's standard as to
how many ,people are homosexual .
Eighty percent ofthis school is a minor-
ity, we should see a reflection of that
in faculty and staff.
One big issue is to make an environ-
ment that is more tolerant for us, and
not just for other minorities.
Politically outside Baruch, thank
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thing about society: the way people Fever," a tribute. to the nco-Egyptian-
lived, what the consumers bought, style movie house of the 1920s.
"The Jackie Gleason, And Awaaaaaay Created by artists Red Grooms and
We Go" board game, the "Welcome Lysiane Luong, the "movie house"
cc Back Kotter" lunchboxes, and the shows some of the legends of Hol-
"Mickey Mouse-getar" show the im- Iywood selling popcorn (Mae West),
.pact television and movies have had or atthe ticket counter (Theda Bara)
on the American people.. In addition, or even Rita Hayworth as Nefertiti on .
model ,,-ts from. "Death of a Sales- a chair cover.
man," costumes from "Dynasty" to The first floor houses two theaters
"Annie Hall" and the phases of make- for film and video screenings, a "tern-
up applied to William Hurt in "The porary exhibition" hall, a cafeteria and
Elephant Man'" can all be seen on dis- gift shop. The museum does notcollect
play on the museum's second floor. film or video material. Instead, certain
These are all part of the museum 's films .are .commissi~ned. for daily
core exhibition "Behind the Screen: screen~n~s. Now I?laymg ~n the 195-
Producing, Promoting, and Exhibiting , seat Riklis 1?~ater IS The Rise and Fall
Motion Pictures and Television." This' of the Television Weste~n (Sept..9. to
exhibition introduces guests to the Nov. 5, 198.9). Showing television
magic of television, while exploring sh?ws. spanm~g fro~ 1948 to 1973,
the impact of these media on I this Installation will. show how
popu ar d I - h diff biculture and revealing the unseen but westerns ea t WIt I erent su .~e~t
. highly sophisticated cycle of produc-. matter and themes. Ho~~~er, .thl~ IS
tion, promotion and exhibition that not the only fil~. exhibition being
makes them available to audiences. sho~n at the Rlkhs. Theater. Other
Did you ever realize just how many movies are sho~n.~unng. the day also, .,
movierrv. stars you could recognize ~Ch .a~ ~e e.Jxhlbbltion Films TJ:at Tell
just by their body? One exhibition in tme: J1l I\.~n aco.s Retrospective. For
the museum superimposes your head program information, call (718) 784-
.' onto the bodies of Marilyn Monroe, OO!7 .
. _Mork from Ork, Captain Kirk and The Warner Communications Sc-
: others. Or perhaps you believe movie reening Room is currently showingThe
-producers use entire houses to film a Live Show! created and produced by
~ movie? Guess -again. In what is per- Jaime Davidovich. The Live Show!
'if haps the best attraction in this'exhibi~originally appeared on Cable's Artists
tion, a guide gives you a tour of the Television Network, where it was a
. one-room breakaway set of the 1986 regularly scheduled program.
..remake of '"A Gl~_Menagerie." Paul. . C~~rrently. in the "Te~po~exhibi-
-Newman donated this life-size set to non" hall, the museum IS housingTony
the museum. The set is divided down Walton: Designing For Stage and
the middle, (0 portray' the early days Screen, set models for All That Jazz;
q __ : e .moyi-e: ana 'fiq~ ,th~ ap~~nf-f}~arlrofa Safe:sman and man, other s.
had changed over the years. The guide .R~la~ed-screenlngs ~aybe ~~~in t~e
explains how this technique is. done, Riklis Theater. This 'exhibition IS
as well as demonstrates the effects of scheduled to run until August. 1990.
different lighting on the mood of the The museum gift shop is spectacu-
scene. lar, and should be taken into consider-
Another prime feature of the "Be- ation while shopping for that "special
hind the Screen" exhibition is "Tut's (Continued on Page B /4)
A. rumbling, stumblingjaunt through the history ofmovies and television.
The American Museum of the moving image located at 35th Avenue and 36th Street in Astoria.
American Museum of the Moving
Image
35th Avenue at 36th Street





New York City is well-known for its of a history-museum and the techno-
vast array of museums. Art lovers can logical aspect of a science center:'
visit the Museum of Modem Art. the I visited the museum on Friday.·
Metropolitan Museum of Art or vari- .Oct. 13. and I believe Slevin's hope
ous other art museums in Manhattan. has been fulfilled. The museum dis-
History fans can explore treasures at plays not only showpieces. but' of-
the Museum of Natural History. Video fers exhibitions. video installations,
junkies. even have their. own little. film and video screenings. lectures.
haven at the Museum of Broadcasting. symposia, tours for students, in-ser-
However, just a short subway ride vice training for teachers. specially- :.
away in Astoria, Queens. the Amer- commissioned artworks and a collec-
iean Museum of the Moving Image tion of ~ver 6.000 artifacts related to
(AMMI) is offering exhibits to satisfy the material culture of film and televi- tI.
the art lovers. the history fans and the sion as well. This is so much' more • Ii[ .
video junkies.' than just movie and television
Rochelle Slevin, director of the memorabilia. "The term memorabilia.'8
museum, says, "I hoped the American implies that this stuff ha~ no valu~ ;f""'; ...
Museum of the Moving Image would other than that of memones. But It .•
incorporate aspects of all of these says something about culture," said •••
museum types. It was-my hope that it Carl Goodman, from the Museum's . 1bt~s~.~ mo~ theatre at the Amrni cteSig8ed bY Red GrOOmS'aDd T~-:'" bl8~~. Seat eOven•.·r.....aad··
would combine the beauty of an art promotion .department, The articles ....,--- e -r-
museum, the interpretive perspective collected at the museum show some- Rita HayWOith as Nefertiti. " .
. .
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* * * ~'GOOD
.* * * * -EXCELLENT
;f GOOD FEELING sort of like what you's hear from the
, Brownmark Gap Band or Rick James. The title
Motown Records \. cut, "Good Fee!i1?8," borders on the
.Various Producers New Jack s<fund.···
. RATING: TIJ/2 ). Two songs run along hip-hop lines.
Most Prince fans will recognize "Luv Touch" is a linle smoother than
Brownmark as the guy who played hip-hop, while "Between You and Me"
bass with The Revolution. With this contains some rap and some "CutThat
in mind, I expected the album to have Zero" samples from Doug E. Fresh.
that typical "Minneapolis sound" that Two ballads, "Cruisin'" and My
so many Prince-influenced artists Heart Misses," are pretty uneventful-
have. I was pleasantly surprised this the music is repetitive and needs a
time, however, when finding that 'break or solo; something is definitely
Brownmark has created a "unique" missing.'
sound for himself. The only song that This is'true of the album as a whole.
is distinctly "Prince-ish" is "Bang the lyrics are -bland and fairly repeti-
Bang:' and Prince sings on that one. tive. In every, song the title is repeated
. Brownmark not only plays the bass, practically every third line. Personally,
but the guitar, keyboards, and drums, I think we'd rather hear the funky b~s
_~ well. He began .playing with The that we expect- from him than the title.
'"" _:.0, ... . Revolution at age 18, and continued of each song again and again.
LOOK WHO'STALKING,:- Starring funny and sensitive. I expect his role of Virginia Woolf!, The Owl and The ~ith them forthe next six years. He The music is good enough, and the
John Travolta, Kirstie Alle~ Olym- . to be the typical stereotypical role Pussycat. ATouch ofClass and Where's ptoouced songs for some other artists, man can carry a tune. The lyrics, on
pia Dukakis, George Segal, Abe Vig- Travolta always seems to play, but it Poppa? and developed the band. Mazarati .. the other hand; begin to grind your
oda, and Bruce Willis as the voice of wasn't. Travolta was not the Vinny Bar- . When she accepted her Academy Brownmark also produced; wrote, nerves if the album -is played as back-
. "Mike:y."-DirectOO'-by'Amy Heckerl- barino-Tony Manero-Danny. Zuko Award for Moonstruck, Olympia played, and sang on his debut L~ Just _" groundmuch. If it had.aIittle more
ing.. Distributed by Tri-Star Pictures. type. James, his character, is a caring, DukaldS said "This is the year of the.LikeThm. . variety, I'dthrow in the extra -'hI
Rated PG-13. Rating: ***J/l. responsible man. He takes care of l\is Dukakis-' referring to her cousin . MOst of .the songs on .this album
- ... Monie is- single :and-'in-love-with a '-serii1e-gnmdfather~' andll'1It)rcares-tor'-1~tidmet1>ukattis' candidacy for' ptes~ have:.dial ~wn-Swdt ,kibel of funk. . .
married man. As she attempts to finally Mollie and Mike)'. He 'is not the white' icferi"t..Wen, maybe she wasnot correct" . - - ...
break it off with him, he Seduces her. collar executive Mollie, and most .in her statement, but it did landmark-
Hence, the conception of Baby Mikey. American women, are looking for, but Olympia's success. After completing
We are first introduced to Mikey during as we learn in this film, sometimes this role. as Rose,' Mollie's butt-in-the-
his conception, when, as a sperm cell, that just isn't important. Travolta was sky-but-lovable mother; Dukakis star-
he tries to lead the others to the egg. first noticed in his role as Vinny Bar- red in the film Steel Magnolias, and
"'I have the map:' he says, as he barino, head Sweathog in the 1970s the soon-to-be-released Dad (which .
quickly swims ahead with 'millions of hit "Welcome Back Kotter, " It was this wiIIbe reviewed in the next edition of .
followers. role that eventually led him to stardom The Ticker.) .
When Mollie discovers she is pre- as Tony Manero, in the movie that Veteran actor, Abe Vigoda plays
grranrrsbe -hears her biological clock made everyone do the hustle. Saturday James' grandpa Vinnie. He' is superb..
ticking, and sees it in a hysterical Night Fever. He was then propelled to Vigoda describes his character as an
dream sequence of her hanging from .superstardorn opposite Olivia New- "old man who still likes women. who-
a large clock. She decides to- keep ton-John in Grease: where he played unfortunately has bad circulation and.
Mikey, and tells everyone she was ar- T-Bird Danny Zuko. Travolta's career forgetswhere he is from time to tirne~",
tificially inseminated. Albert. her mar- took a sudden nosedive, as he was now Vigoda became a household namedur-.
ricd lover, is thrilled. but still ceases a stereotyped actor.Herriadea series ingthe 19705 in his role as Detective
.to get a divorce, as he's been promising of B'-movies. which included Urban Fish on "Barney Miller:' and the spin-:]
Mollie all along. Cowboy. which rose to popularity 'off "Fish." His on-screen credits in- .
As Mikey begins to grow, he begins primarily for its mechanical bull and dude The Godfather. The Godfather -
to express himself. 'He comments on hit soundtrack--He-reassumed his role Par-l--II-and The-Cheap-Detective, Vig-:
everything, from discovering his as Tony Manero, in the sequel to Satur- oda is still going strong after 30 years .
hands to goings-on in the outside day Night Fever. Stayin' Alive; which in the business. and can-be seen in the
world. Just prior to his birth, Mollie had some excellent dance scenes. but upcoming releases: Keaton) Cops.
discovers Albert kissing another a rather bland storyline. As a long-time Prancer and Joe Versus the Volcano.
woman in the dressing room at a Travolta fan. I was thrilled to see him
clothes store. Distraught, she leaves in back in this wonderful story. Comedic actor Bruce Willis, nar-
tears, vowing to findhcr baby a suita- Kirstie Alley, most well-known for her rates this movie, through the eyes 'of .
blc father. As she flees the store. she role as Rebecca Howe the got-it-all-to- baby Mikey. His delivery and tone are
goes into labor. and hails a cab to take gether, no-nonsense. manager on the what add to this movie. It may not:
her to the hospital.. 'hit series "Cheers," plays Mollie. Mol- have been so good had any other actor
Here we meet James, a cabdriver. lie is similar to Rebecca in that both voiced the part. Willis can be seen in.
whose real desire is to fly planes. When arccareer women. Mollie is a CPA, »the currently running In Country. But,'.
she tells him she's about to have a baby. and Rebecca manages a bar. However. this movie would not have been the
he takes her on a wild cab ride through Mollie is so much more complex, and success it -is, even with Bruce Willis· .
Manhattan (actually filmed in Van- even. funnier, than Rebecca. In voice, had it not been for the several,
couver).As James waitsiaround for "Cheers,' Kirstie is practically Ted babies involved. Their facial ex~_:
. Mollie to have her baby, he is mistaken Danson's straightrnan. Here, Alley is sions and gestures were perfect for this.'
for her husband. put in hospital scrubs the comedian. She is the star. and she film. The babies featured inthisfilm
and rushed into the delivery room. deserves that billing. are Jason Schaller; Jary4t-
From this point on we are treated to . . Waterhouse, Jacob Hames. aD(f·
the world through the eyes of 'a baby, George SegalII~ perfect .for his role ChristOpher Aydon. . .
d h . f B W·Il· As Mol as Albert, the cheating love interest. He This movie is delightful It takes aan t c vOIce 0 rucc I IS. - . ". ., . •. ~-
JiG dates a lot of Mr. Wrongs, Mikcy IS convmcmg as ~e tells Mol~le he IS serious. nor-so-funny issue. ·.unw~~,
falls in love withJames, who gradually planning to get divorced and wants to motherhood, and blends it with the perf:.
manages to befriend the couple. From be a real father to ~er baby.:Segal~ fectdose o~ come~y to ~e.it tnI~.~:
this point on its-baby as matchmaker r:emaps ~ost reco~mze~ for his star- f~nny. not pretentious. Th!S IS def!';;~~
• h' I'k I I nng role 10 Fun With Dick and Jane. mtely a must-see for all movle-goers .lor t lS un ley coup e. . '.h I I' f .. . . ..
J h 11 Ita' ak h' ret rn to IS a renowned actor Wit a ong 1st 0 .
h




I'S film credits that include Who's Afraid
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Michael Jackson bids for Jobete catalog.'
by MARTIN STARKEY
'"classics is $150 million cash, by he did not release an album). Other
Filmtrax. Jackson reportedly is offer- _~usicians in Forbes' "Richest Enter-
ing $175 million. but that offer is not tainers" list include Pink Floyd ($56
all cash. The catalog's current owner, million), Eddie Murphy ($57mi~
Berry Gordy, is seeking as much cash lion), the .Rolling Stones ($55. mil-
as possible. Jobete is Gordy's last link lion), George Michael ($47 million):..
to the Motown Records empire he once Prince, Madonna and Guns N' Roses'
headed . . . One would think that'. .. Although. Run-DMC's single.
Jackson would . have no problem "Pause" is making itspresence felt
financing the Jobetepurchase, as he on turntables across America, the
grossed $120 million over the last two -alburn won't be out until early next
years. And tothink that these_ two years year.























Chubb Rock (left) and Howie Tee lift Kashif's '~Personality."
THE MASTER GETS HIS DUE: Kashifs "Personality" is hyped up.
Billboard magazine will run a special by a Howie Tee remix and a Chubb
celebrating Quincy Jones' 40 years of Rock hip hop mix. Diva Taylor
musical excellence on Dec.2. Dayne, sporting a more sophisticated
It's about time. Also, Jones will be look, has released' 'With Every Beat
Executive Producer of Jesse Of My Heart." Of special interest is
Jackson's "Voices of America with the fierce "Make It Rock" mix ...
Jesse Jackson" television show; which Arthur Baker has released his first
will be distributed by Warner Brothers album for A&M. The album, named
Domestic Television. The syndicated Merge, is a 12-song potpourri through
talk show will start airing weekly next the wonderful world of dance music.
fall ... Stevie Wonder's new single, ~album features OMD's Andy
"Parents Of The World," wiJl be pre- cCluskey, AI Green and Fingers
miered at the World Popular Song Fes- . nco lead vocal Robert Owens. A&M
tival in Tokyo, Japan ... Charlie WiI- also released the second album from
son, lead singer for the Gap Band, will dance diva Nancy Martinez ... Me
tour with the Eurythmics this winter. Lyte is back on the microphone again
The tour will hit the States in ... in a BIG way. Her new album
November ... EMI artist Natalie Eyes On This (First Priority/Atlantic)
Cole got married to producer Andre- was premiered on Marley Marrs HIn
Fisher in mid December . . . Former Control' , radio show a few weeks
WBLS morning jock Ken "Spider" back, and it does nothing but solidify
Webb will be hosting "Jazzmasters," Lytes status as top female rapper ...
a .series devoted to profiles ofgreat Def Mix Pr<>9uc~i()ns'D_ave M~ral~
jazz musicians. The show will be aired and Frankie Knuckles have com-
by black-owned Sheridan Broadcast- pleted new mixes on Inner City's
ing Services ... Another New York ""Whatcha Gonna _Do With My
radio legend. the incomparable Fran- Levin ..... Janet Jackson has gone
kie Crocker, is back in town. Crocker. house. Shep Pettibone did the remix
who has been relatively quiet since his honors on Jackson's first single.
days at VH-I-. is now rumored to be "Miss You Much." ... Two of raps
taking (or have taken) the program di- hottest acts, Young MC and Boogie
rector's job at WBLS-FM. Once Down Productions, are currently on
again, WBLS should be the be- the road on a national tour. BOP has
neficiary of Frankie's programming employed a live band to perform such
magic. Remember, "if Frankie Crocker cuts as "World Peace." ... Michael
isn't on your radio, then your radio Jackson has put in a bid to buy Jobete
isn't really on." ... Two of Aristas Music for a large amount of money.
strongest sellers have released their The current offer for the catalogue
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Living Colour. leads off Rolling Stoaes tour.
Five 'T' recipient The Tragically Hip.
On Oct. 10, Shea Stadium was filled the stage with dancers and percussion
to capacity for a fall classic of another players. They ended at around 8:55 and
kind: Shea was to be graced by the the lights came on again and the crowd
sound of The Rolling Stones. The was becoming a bit impatient.
~ night was cold, the fans were warm, Then it happened. The lights went
,sand the Stones were.hot. off. Red smoke began billowing out
.~. At 7:02 p.m., the "warm-up" band of pipes set on the stage. a grinding
c:¥: took 'the stage (a warm-up is exactly noise and the sound of a hammer bang-
< what-the-night-neededj-Living Colour ingon -steel was heard in the back-
~ came out onto the stage to a half-full ground. "Bam;" an explosion. of
, stadium. because a fire on the number sparks at the front of the stage, the
seven line delayed the subway to Shea.. white stage lights snap on. and-the-
Although the stadium was only half "Start Me Up" guitar rhythm pierces"
UP 10 HERE "It's hard to tell whether the feeling of'- full, it was whole-hearted. Living Col- the night with 3.5· million watts of
The Tragically Hip the city rubbed off on the album. If it our (Vernon Reid-lead guitar, Corey power. A plane taking off from LaGuar-
Produced by Don Smith did. great, but it wasn't a conscious Glover-lead vocals.I Muzz Skillings- dia- Airport flies over Shea Stadium
MCA Records ploy;' insists Downie. On the album bass guitar and William Calhoun- can't be heard. (Airplanes flew
RATING: I I I I I appears a song called "New Orleans drums) opened with "Desperate over the stadium all night, and weren't
'The combination of rock and blues is Sinking:' and inthe chorus he says. People" a track off their album Vivid. even heard by the people who sat in
is the essence of The TragicaUy Hip, "New Qrleans is sinking and I don't TheythenplayedaremakeofaTalking the upper deck. ~'I wasin the last row
. and it works. wanna swim." This is a microcosm of Heads song, "Memories Can Wait," of the stadium and couldn't hear what
The Tragically Hip is a Canadian- the rest ofthe album's poignant lyrics. which also appears on their album. the person next to me was saying,"
based rock band. inspired by The "1'11 Believe In You." "Blow At High. Living Colour played a heavier version said one of the many spectators.
Yardbirds and TIle Rolling Stones, Dough;' and "When The Weight ofThe Clash song. "Should I Stay Or The Stones played "Bitch," and af-
two classic rock bands thatwere sue- Comes Down:' are the three tracks.re- Should I GoT' that received a warm terwards Mick Jagger did the usual
cessful in the rock-blues combination. commended on the .album cover, and reception from the crowd. greeting from the band to the crowd.
The Hip, (as their friends call them). are definitely the best of the already Living Colour then went into their, "Hello New York," he said and re-
made their recording debut on a self-ti- greai"album. . hit songs playing. ' 'Open Letter (To ceived many applause, from a full Shea
tied and self-producedalbum, that was It is almost impossible not to like A Landlord)," which is even more Stadium. "We're here tonight, because
soon picked up by a Canadian record- Up To Here. 'because Paul Langlois powerful live than recorded. At the be- the Mets couldn't make it to the World
ing companyThis led us to their in- -and Bobby Bakerr's scorching guitars ginning of;~"Open Letter," Corey Series. Wow. the World Series," Mick
volvement with MeA Records. who are the driving rhythms ofbassist Gord Glover introduced the..song, and just added andwas returned by a hearty
produced their latest Masterpiece, Up Sinclair and drummer Johnny Fay. as he was introducing the song a plane .round of boos for his comment. (Itj~st
10 .Here,:The-a1bUm·is--prodoced-by-Others· 'reviews -say~ ·~eir·bfues,;,in~"-f1ew·ovetSheaStadiurrr'anddrowned -goestoshow YOU" theloyatty of Mets"
Don -Smith who has recently worked fected, uncluttered style of rock on' him out. After the plane came over fans.)· . . .
with other names, such as Tom Petty, roll will appeal to alternative connois- Glover commented, "That was plan- During the night; Keith Richards
The Travelling Wdburys, Roy Orbi- seurs and· hardcore metalheads and ,?eg." .,.. played his usual role of rhythm man
son and Keith Richards, everyone in beween. After listening t~ Gla~our Bo~s. which IS p~oduc~d and Ron Wood played most of the
It's hard to pick out the most irn- this album, I'm sure you will agree. by Mlck Jagger. shows the diversity solos. Bill Wyman practically stood
pressive tracks on the album, because in Living Colour's music, with its on the same spot for the entire show.
they're all awesome. Their music re- The Tragically Hip are- very viable heavy bass, line and rhythmic drum- except for when Mick pushed him to
minds you of Creedence Clearwater candidates for the best new group of mingo They ended their show with, of try and make him move. CharlieWatts
Revival, and lead singer Gordon the year, and Up To Here should be course, "Cult Of Personality," that was indeed the most surprising of the"
Downie even sounds somewhat like nominated for best album. Their music had the crowd on their feet throughout quintet. Watts" bass drum was deep
John Fogerty. uses rhythmic guitar licks with a heavy the entire song. especially during and loud," and his playing was a lot
The album has a blues background. driving snare drum beat that will defi- Reid's extend~~ guitar solo.:. better than people had expected. As
that might stern from the fact that it nitely keep your feet moving. Up To By 7:55, LIVIng Colour was o~f the for Mick Jagger, the stage was about
was recorded in a studio in Memphis.. Here is a great album to play at parties ~tage, ~~ there was about a.35 mmute 300 feet long and Mick went
or just listen to lying in bed with head- mterrmssion. At .8:30. the lights went everywhere it was -hurnanly 'possible
phones. down and an Afncan dance band came on that stage, The man is. definitely
-Robert Byrnes onto the stage to play. They played for amazing to watch. he's 46-years-old
approximately 20 minutes. decorating and he was constantly on the go
for two-and-a-half hours. Recent
Stones songs played included "The
Harlem Shuffle" and" Undercover Of
The Night." Th.-, played at least one
song off every ;,;h'l!l1 they have dating
back to 1966.:·' .: .... pt for thc "Emo-
tional Rescue" ..',: "Black and Blue"
LPs.
Classic Ston.: ...... mgs played were
"Miss You:' -ugie ," "It's Only
Rock-N-Roll." ..Midnight Rambler:'
2000 Light Years From Home:'
which waS" never heard live before the
1989 tour because of insufficient live
technology, and .. l ittle Red Rooster"
(an old Stories blues song from the
early 60's that both literally and
figuratively carne out of left field.) No
one knew why tr~'Y were playing .that
song until they saw him. Him, refer-
ring to the cameo appearance of rock
legend guitarist Eric Clapton who
played an extended blues guitar solo
that excited the crows- to the point of
frenzy. Clapton was-shown on the giant
television screens on both sides of the
. stage and prompted some spectators to
: say, '~Who is tha(T.... I don't know:'
C5 HOh my God! Is that Eric ClaptOll?"a- HYes it is." From their new. album
Steel .Wheels they played, "Sad, Sad,









Produced by Robert Kraft
RATING: TIT
Although I am far from being a jazz
connoisseur. I can safely state that this
album is good. Paulo has plenty of .
experience behind him.. playing
saxop~and-flute"withmany •
including AI Jarreau; Miles Davis,
Anita Baker and Chaka Khan. These "
years. of development have prepared
him well for this. his first solo album.
The album has real grooves and mov-
ing ballads. ranging from heavy soul
to familiar urban contemporary. Paulo
covers Stevie ·Wonder's 'That Girl"
very nicely-s-incorporating light back-
ground vocals for the chorus. Another
cut. "Home at Last," is heavy on the
bass. It has a hard. soulful beat.
There are some upbeat jazz tunes:
"Little Missy Missy," which has it's
funky moments; and ~~s The Crow
Flies;' which also is the theme song
from Channel Ts New York Views pro-
gram. "Fundamental Thing" is getting
airplay these days, and the sax in this
one leaves you soaring.
Slowing things down, "The Wonder-
lust" is mellow and serious. The title
cut, "One Passion." showcases Paulo
on the flute as well as the sax. The
arrangementson this are haunting. ..
The best cuts on the album are rep-
resentative of the album as a whole.
"If Ever You Change Your Mind" is a
very pretty, very soft and very though-
ful. "Last Tango In Paris" features Jar-
reau "playing his vocal flute-.filling
the tune with sensual undertones. '
It is clear that Michael Paulo is a .
talented and creative individual.Tf you
are looking for something slightly dif-
ferent when you've heard one song too




Martin ofCaterwaul and Christian Am-
phelette of the Divinyls: There is evi-
dence of much influence by Kate
Bush, especially on "Curious" where
Karen's voice flows from one octave
to another. But then no one compares
to Kate' Bush. nor 'can a voice carry
an entire album on it's own.
Due to the lack of variability among
the tracks, this album is not recom-
mended"to be listened to from begin-
ning to end. Even in an ideal peaceful
setting, such as the cabin in the moun-
tains, one might find him/herself run-
ning frenzied outside into the rain
and snow halfway through side two.
--Quan Tran




Sat. Matinee 3 p.m.
-Roberta Ransaw
Moana does her stuff, and does it well THE INNOCENCE MISSION .~1\vinsandthe more recent Sbellyan Or-
when she belts out that great voice of The Innocence Mission pban have managed to get some com-
hers in "Do You Remember" and "In A&M Records ~rcial air pl~The I'!nocence M~s-
My Dreams." If you're looking for a Produced by Larry Klein ston, howe~ has a different sound,
track that you can dance to, then check RATING:. "IT this is mood music made for the dilet-
out "You've Got Another Boyfriend." Sitting by a fire place in a cabin in tante and for commercial break-
This sounds in .some parts like Janet the mountains, outside it's cold and through. if successful, the top 40 will
Jackson's "What Have You Done For raining or snowing-maybe then can be blessed with something that is at-
Me Lately:' but all in all it's worth a this album be listened to in its entirety. mospheric,and different since Enya's
listening. There are some good songs on this "Orinco How." Lead singer/keyboards
Believe shows us that The Jets have disk, but thirteen tracks without much player Karen Pens says, "I love mak-
come a long way since "Rocket 2 U" variation can kill and albu~, if not its . ing keyboard sounds to help paint the
anq "You've Got it Over Him:' This listener. picture of the song." Aside from the
i~eir best album so far, and the way This can be classified as mood keyboards, which are nothing spec-
they're going, the success will keep music, one of the more prominent tacular, Karen Peris' vocal is the
coming. . trends of the underground lead female strongest point of this debut. Her voice
vocalists scene. Bands such as Cocteau is a cross between Kate Bush, Betsy
Nov. 13-18, 8 p.m.;
Tickets $4.00 ea.
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Produced by Don Powell and Rickey
Peterson
RATING:TTT
Minneapolis-based band, The Jets,
have released their third album, Be-
lieve, and this one could possibly fol-
lew the same platinum path of their
previous albums, The Jets and Magic.
The Jets' first release is "You Bener
Dance;' which in all honesty is truly
a tacky wanna-be funk song that is just
plain bad. However, there are 10 other
songs on this album and, "Surprise:'
each are pretty good. Now if there's
one thing that we can count on the Jets
for it is their ballads. Lead singer
Elizabeth Wolfgram does it again, as
she sings.with such passion in't'Some-
body To Love" and "The Same Love. "
Another favorite is "Under Any
Moon," which pairs Elizabeth with
Glenn Medieros. This moderate, up-
\
tempo goody should be heard when
taking a romantic fall stroll on the
boardwalk.
















2--8Oston College and ProvIdence
3-8ob Ballor and Carlos Diaz
4-Nonnand Rochefort .(:1980), Randy Moller (1981),
and David Shaw (:1982)
5-Marlin Starling














·11:45-2:.30 and 7:45-9: 10
11:30-1:00
.-
Our New Jersey Offices will be recruiting
on campus for these positions on
Wednesday, November 15
and we welcome the opportunity to speak to you.





Pruvision, It's the foresight that anticipates, rather than merely
responds to change, and it's the special quality that has positioned The
Prudential as the nation's largest insurance company and world leader
in financial services.
It's also the vision that acknowledges the best and brightest-people, and
rewards them accordingly.
Our growth is structured for your success as well as ours. With.career
ladders that take you through management and sophisticated training
programs that fine-tune your skills. So, you'll be equipped to assume
increasing responsibility within our expanding and continually
diversifying:company.
We are interested in hearing from ambitious and talented individuals
who have their sights set on the future. Explore our outstanding
opportunities in Administration, Comptrollership Functions, Financial
Services, Information Systems, and Underwriting. If you have a strong
background in accounting, finance, economics, math, computer science,

















Certain evening times may be pre-empted for varsity games. Proper attire
must be worn at all times in all facilities. AJI times are subject to change.
due to lifeguard and student aide availability Contact Ray Rankis (725-7197,











Major Fetisov has- been a splendid
addition to the New Jersey Devils. -
And his fellow comrades have all
made an icy-smooth transition into
the National Hockey League.
Anyone who truly loves the game
of hockey should have no doubts about
the Russian invasion into the pro ranks.
They play too well to worry about polit-
ical tendencies.
If it was the American Democratic
League, there would be conflict but
it's hockey and it's National.
The 'Philadelphia Flyers are anti-
.Russian. That's O. K.. at the present
time. they are also anti-winning.
,~
. Any athlete who makes any team.
.in any sport. better. should be wel-
comed with open arms.
With the NBA opener a week away.
a few thouzhts:, "" '0, ,











As Lloyd Bentsen might say to
Kenny Walker. "1 know Sidney Green.
and you' re no Sidney Green.'
When the Knicks re-signed Greg
Butler. I wondered if it's celebration
time for all. slow. talent less lugs
everywhere'! Or is it a sirnplc cmbar-
rasrncnt to the NBA?
I sure hope Butler doesn't cost Pete
Myers his Knick job.
The Nets made the right move get-
ling Bowie and Mookie for Buck Will-
iams. If Bowie keeps his legs in one
piece. he could be a big surprise.
The Chicago Jordans made great
strides in the off-season. Stacey King
at numbcr6. was the steal of the lottery.
David Robinson has arri vcd . he
will quickly become one of the top
five centers in basketball.
The usual battle between the Clip-
pers and the Kings for sixth place won't
be much of a fight. The Kings will
easilv beat out L.A. for next-to-last
place.
Benoit Benjamin tried to play in
Italy after he turned down that Clippers
offer of over a mi II ion a year. He said '
he didn't want to be paid "peanuts.'




Mick Jagger came off the stage and
waJked along the front of the front row
floor seats. people putting their arms
out for him to touch them. Women
were throwing their underwear at him.
One woman threw her pantyhose,
Mick picked them up twirled them
around over his head. threw them
around his neck. wore them like a scarf
and strutted back and forth 'on the
stage. The show ended with "Brown
S~.. the song.that rbe. crowd had
been chanting for all night long. Mick
Jagger looked up at the rain and said.
"f--- the rain." and threw his raincoat
into the stands. The Stones said good-
night and left the stage.
The crowd roared for an encore and
they got it. Returning to the stage the
Stones played "Jumpin' Jack Flash,"
and 70.000 awed. wet and wild fans
who had paid for $20 T-shirts , $13 pro-
grams and free colds and flus had
something to remember the evening
by.
ticular care with his wardrobe. dres-
sing like a dandy. He was very popular
socially, and a much sought-after din-
ner guest. His poetry, however. reveals
a man of high moral character. He be-
lieved man was a noble creature who
should strive toward. and maintain,
spiritual values. The oft-quoted "A
man's reach should exceed his grasp"
from •'Andrea del Sarto" is as signif-
icant today as it was in his lifetime.
Robert Browning is buried in Poets
Comer, Westminster Abbey. London
where a special service will be hold
on Dec. rz, 1989. the l00th anniver-
sary of his death.
InNew York City. a series of events
to commemorate the centennial is
being presented by the New York
Browning Society. The events wilt
range from lectures and music to read-
ings of Browning's poetry and scenes
from a new play, "The Gentle Lion."
about the Browning's courtship, mar-
riage and their life in Italy. Two more
.Centennial programs remain: a lecture
on Monday, Nov. 13, at the Donnell
Library, and a lecture on Sunday, Dec.
~, at the Pierpont Morgan Library,
where an exhibition of Browning's
manuscripts and memorabilia will
open in November.
(Continued from Page 89)
AAMI
(Continued from Page 813)'
STONES
gift." Christmas js just around the Manhattan and Queens. If you arc
comer. arid everyone -knows someone coming from Brooklyn, the G train
who "has everything." Trust me. you also stops three blocks away. For
can find something for anyone in this further travel information, you can call
gift shop. Everything is represented (7 I8) 784-4777.
here. from the Beatles, to the Wizard The museum is open Tuesday
ofOz to One Hundred and One Dal-. .through Friday from noon toS p.m..
mations-A full-line of Disney-related and weekends from I I a.m. to 6 p.m.
items are available. as well as books. I visited the museum on a Friday
jewelry. watches. posters and tree or- afternoon, and it was pretty empty.
naments. This museum has something I would guess the crowds come- . -
for everyone on your gift list. on the weekend. Therefore. if you can
The third floor is the "Hot Circuits" manage a weekday. you would be able
exhibition. Along the walls are video to enjoy the museum at your leisure.
and pinball games. both old and new. Admission. which includes film and
Some are even considered antiques- video screenings, is $5.00 for adults.
and they were built in 1973~ Many of $2.50 for children and students with
these games can be played using to- ID cards. and $4.00 for senior citizens.
kens obtained from the front desk. Members are admitted free of charge.
However. some have seen their best Tours are also available.
days. and are now only used for display The American Museum of the Mov-
purposes. ingIrnage is a real treat for "children
The museum is very accessible to of all ages." Just a quick train' ride
the general public. It is three blocks from the city. this is one of New York's
from both the Nand R trains from finest.
Resuming hiswriting career. Brown-
ing published in 1864 Dramatis Per-
sonae. a book of 20 poems, which
brought him the critical acclaim previ-
ously denied him. With the publication
of his monumental work, The RingAnd
The Book. in 1868. his genius was in-
disputably recognized.
While living in Florence, Browning
picked up an old book from one of the
bookstalls which contained the trans-
cript of a murder trial over a century
earlier in Rome. The story fascinated
him and became the basis for The -Ring
and the Book. in which hetells the
same -story twelve different ways.
through the eyes of the characters in-
volved. With this work he achieved his
place as one of England's truly great
poets. His powers did not wane, he
continued to write poetry until he died.
Although he had several warm re-
lationships with women, Browning
never remarried. He devoted his life
to raising his son. Pen rejected the clas-
sical education his father wanted him
to have, becoming a successful artist
instead. He chose to live in Italy, much
to Browning's disappointment.
Browning's personal style was









When Robert Browning died at the The Brownings immediately went to
home of his son in Venice' on Dec. Italy and settled in Florence. which
12. 1989. he was. and had been for i remained their home base for the six-
decades. one of the most celebrated '~ teen years of their married life. In the
poets in the literary world. His last ,i' wanner climate. Elizabeth's health
~
days-a heart condition complicated o:~;: continued to improve so that she could
by' a cold hastened the e.nd-may have " lead a normal existence.
been brightened a little by the news Sometime after they arrived in Italy.
that his recently published Asolando. Elizabeth gave Robert the 44 love
a book of thirty poems. was well re- poems she had written to him during
ceivedby the critics and the first print- their courtship. but was too shy to
ing almost immediately sold out. show to him. He was deeply touched
Browning's first poem to appear in and insisted they be published because
print. "Pauline," was published he said they were too beautiful to keep
anonymously in 1833 when he was 21. forhimself. He chose the title Sonnets
It drew an unfavorable comment from from the Portuguese. taken from one--
John Mill, whom Browning admired of Elizabeth's earlier poems about two
very much. Disappointed and dissatis- Portuguese lovers. . 'Catarina to Ca-
fied with the poem himself. he tried moens." It was Robert's favorite and
to take it out ofcirculation by gathering he often teased her by calling her' 'my
up all the copies he could find. In later little Portuguese." Elizabeth hoped
years.' he released it in a collection of the title would make people think she
his works. had translated the poems rather than
At an early age. Browning chose written them herself. Sonnet XLIII be-
poetry as 'his career. It was a daring New York Public Library gins with the famous lines: "How do- .
decision for a young man who had no John Kenyon, he wrote his first letter I love thee"?'Let me count the ways."
means of support. but one wholehear- to Elizabeth in January. 1845. thus Happy in their new life together, the
redly approved by his father, who changing the course of their lives. In couple was overjoyed when Elizabeth Sad," rock And A Hard Place:' and
drudged away his life as a clerk in the May of that year. when the weather gave birth to a son. Robert Wiedmann "Mixed Emotions."
Bank of England in order to support waswarmer and she was strong enough Barrett Browning in I~49. Growing Ultimate Stones songs played were
his family. to receive visitors. Robert was allowed up in Italy. the son considered himself "Honky Tonk Women" (two giant bal-
Growing up in Camberwell , "a sec" to call. One can speculate on the im- more Italian than English, giving him- loons of modern day honky tonk
tion of London. in a congenial family pact of their first meeting: Robert, 33, self an Italian name. Penini ("Pen" women were blown up and Mick sang
circle with his younger sister Sarianna handsome. robust. not very tall (about for short). which he was know as to both of them). and "Gimmie Shel-
and a doting mother and father. Brown- 5'4") but taller than she: Elizabeth. a throughout his life. ter" Crowd participation reached its
ing experienced a serene and untrou- tiny woman. frail dark and beautiful. Robert 'and Elizabeth worked dili- peak during the chorus to "Ruby Tues-
bled childhood. He started to write ver- ~9 years old. Their mutual admiration gently. yet independently.' Two of" day." 'and Charlie Watts' impressive
ses almost as soon as he learned to-..lor each other's work had already es- Robert's poems were published in tom-tom work made it even more spec-
hold the pen. His unusual gif-ts. were\tabl-islred a bond between- -them aOO- -1-&---5(}. "-GJ::H:l-stmas Eve"~ and "Easte-r o-pl~d..was~'--·Ea.intltBlack."
quickly recognized by his parents. who they were ideally suited intellectually. Day." but it was 1855 before his book "Tumbling Dice." and "Mother's Lit-
imposed no restrictions. allowing him Both were fluent in Greek. Latin and of 51 poems. Men and Women. which tie Helper."
to develop in his own way. His mother French. Both had translated Greek critics feel contain some of his finest At 10:30 rain began to fall lightly.
taught him to play the piano and com- epics: Elizabeth. too. had started writ- work. appeared. It was not a great sue- A half-hour later it was pouring and
pose songs. ing poems as a child. completing "her cess. Years later, volumes still re- Mick put on a hooded rain coat and
The elder Browning was an amateur first volume, Battle of Marathon. mained from the first printing. He must there was no more appropriate time to
artist but more importantly. an avid around the age of twelve. which her have been bitterly disappointed be- play "Sympathy For The Devil" with
book collector. acquiring a library of proud father had printed. Robert also cause he, turned away from writing the effect of the rain and the hooded
several thousand volumes among completed a book of poems. Incon- after that. Finding a release for his coat. it was almost like it was planned.
which the younger Robert roamed at dita, at age twelve. but his father could nervous energy and creative powers in it worked so well. "You Can't Always
will. This exposure to eclectic sources not afford the cost of printing. sculpting and painting. he discovered Get What You Want," and "0 can't
did more for Browning's education Robert wrote to Elizabeth im- he had a talent for both. Get No) Satisfaction." were played
than the desultory teaching he received mediately after their first meeting and Elizabeth became very interested in one after another, and during "You
at the neighborhood school. which he from her reply, which is included in Italian politics. publishing Casa G.J&ida Can't Always Get What You Want,"
left at 14. The~after he had tutor~ in their courtship letters, it is believed" he ~n~ws inan ~tempttogains~port~~~-------~-~----~~-~-------~--~
languages, but otherwise continued to proposed marriage. He asked to have for Italian independence. In 1856 she
educ~e himself. He made three ~ps his letter returned and destroyed it. puNished her m~or wo~. Auroro~-----~~-~-~~~~~--~---~---~~~~-~
to Europe. one as far as Russia travel- From January. 1845. until September, Leigh. which was a sensation. dealing
ing 'with the Russian Consul General: 1846.- when they eloped, the lovers 'ex- as it did with unwed pregnanrwornen.
the other two. on his own. to Italy. changed over 500 letters, which their prostitution, women's lib and com-
With the appearance of "Paracel- sonpublished after Browning's death. ments on social ills prevalent at that
sus" (1835) and "Sordello"'-(1840). The letters provide a detailed and inti- time. Her verse-novel went through
Browning began to attract the attention mate account of one of the most mov- several printings.
of a small. but influential group in liter- ing love stories in history. In 186<). stIll devoted to the Italian
ary circles. Elizabeth Barrett had been ill, off cause, she published Poems Before
Always fascinated by the stage. he and on. for most of her life. The diag- Congress. Her last publication. a tiny
accepted gladly when a prominent nosis was "general tuberculosis," volume called A Curse of A Nation,
actor of the day. Macready, asked him which she supposedly had from child- was an indictment of slavery in
for a play. The result was Strafford, hood.. She was heavily dependent on America. The editor ofThe Liberty Bell
which was moderately successful. He drugs, which were prescribed freely, in Boston had asked her for a poem
wrote several other plays, but his style by doctors in those days. She had been some years earlier. She gave him' 'The
was too ponderous to capture the pub- confined to her bed for several years Runaway Slave at Pilgrim Point," pub-
lic's fancy. He included the text of the and her condition was worsening. She lished in 1848.
dramas in a series of pamphlets, pub- knew she did not have long to Jive. Even though she recovered from her
lished under the title of Bells and When Robert Browning came into long illness after she rv.et Robert. the
Pomegranates. which he said meant her life she made a miraculous recovery. state of Elizabeth's health remained
"an alternation of poetry and both physically and psychologically. precarious throughout '"their married
thought." The first pamphlet con- He got her off the drugs and built up life. She suffered from recurring bouts
tained "Pippa Passes... · from which her confidence so that, when they of bronchitis, which she managed to
the familiar "God's in his heaven/AIrs eloped. she had the courage to leave recover from, but as the years went by
right with the world" is taken. her fathers house, knowing she could she grew weaker and-weaker, In June
Browning was still not widely recog- never return. (Her father had forbidden 1861, she succumbed to what had
nized when Elizabeth Barrett, already any of his nine' children living at seemed to be no more .than one of her
a well-known poet, translator and cri- home-three children had died ear- usual attacks. Robert left Florence
tic. published a volume of poetry in lier-to marry.) One brother and one after Elizabeth's death and never re-
1844. He was gratified to see his name sister followed Elizabeth's example, turned, although he visited Italy sev-
mentioned along with Tennyson and and they too were subsequently elirni- eral times after that. He went back to
Wordsworth in one of her verses. nated from his will and from his life. London. where he lived the rest of his
Upon the advice of a mutual friend, Elizabeth never saw her father again. life.
r«.
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lot of depth to the
defense. And he's been




"Ali Fares has added a
Sewell, Murray and Savvas
Toumanidis lead the team with four
goals each. Toumanidis, with three as-
sists, leads the team with seven points..
SPORTS.




points . . . The bus
arrived to late."
Broken promises. shattered hopes. "The team was very disappointed
Baruch's soccer team evened its re-and frustrated."
c~rd at 4-4-1 with a 1-0 victory over The team then evened its record with
~lty College. A~drc~· Sewell scored a 4-2 win over NYU. Wavne Murrav
~IS ~earn .lead-t~'lng ~ourth g.oal'. and led the way with two goals. .
goalie ~h Fares continued hIS strong Even with the forfeit loss. the team
play with the shutout. is still in first place in the CUNY Con-
+--------------- terence with a 3-1 record.
With the season drawine to a close.
. . It \-vas a sure two Coach Henry has given a ~State of the
Players Report. starting with zoalten-
der Fares. "He's addcd~a lot cl- depth
to the defense. And he's been a zood
moti vator. .. ~
Henry on his captain. Isaie Pierre
Lo~is. "He's playing superbly well.
He II be sorely missed (he is a
senior) ...
·The team's leading fresh~an is Aziz
--Coach Anthony Henry ~~~roUdi, He's, "Playing like a vete-
Murray and Andrew Sewell are two
on the forfeit loss to York transfer players who have adjusted
well to their new team. "They fell into
our system quickly and add a lot 'of
The team's next game was supposed depth:' adds the coach.
to be against the weak York squad.
Coach Anthony Henry called it,"A Notes:
sure two points."
It turned into a 2-0 forfeit defeat.
Why?
Coach Henry answers, "The bus that











Better late than never.
The Baruch Athlete of the Month role real well."
has returned. For the month of Oc- Toumanidis. who was the team's
tober, the honoree is Savvas Rookie of the Year a year azo. on his
Tournanidis , of the soccer team. improvement over last seaso~. "I know
In the team's first II games (all the guys a lot better and I've assumed
played in Oct.), Toumanidis scored more of a leadership role."
four goals an~ adde~ three assists to The soccer-team has played at a me- .
.. lead the team 10 scormz , diocre level, but Tourna ·d· h
C
~ . II TIl IS as per-
o~ch Anthony Henry calls his Co-' formed extremely well. in this his sec- -
captam . '1\ very good player." He ond year with Baruch (he transferred
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The five-year plan. required under
budget legislation signed by Cuomo
on July 14. 1989, reflects the priorities
and policies established by the univer-
sity's Board of Trustees in areas such
as strengthening teacher education and
reinforcing all aspects of pluralism and
diversity. including affirmative action.
The plan, which was unanimously
adopted by the Board of Trustees, also
contains managment initiativ~s that
seek to make CUNY operations more
efficient and effective and to achieve
savings without diminishing services.
These include an early retirement pro-
gram for faculty and staff at the senior
and community colleges, strengthen-
ing and expanding faculty develop-
ment programs, expanding institu-
tional research capability and vigor-
ously pursuing the state·s internal co';
trol and accountability programs.
'The gross cost of all programmatic
plans over five years is approximately
$143 million. Savings are estimated at
531 million. self-funding one-fifth of
the proposed initiatives.
For further infromation contact:
Stephen W. Beer, 555 Madison Ave.•
14th Floor; new York, New York
10022; TEL: (212) 832-3317; FAX
(212) 832-9907.
The City University of New York
has submitted a five-year plan to Gov-
ernor Mario Cuomo and the State
Legislature that projects enrollment
reaching more than 200.000 by -the .
year 2 ,000.. Continuing an acceleraring
trend, enrollment this- year increased
to 194.000. the highest level since
1976. The university projects a five
percent growth in enrollment by 1994-
95.
"The five-year plan is intended to
guide our efforts to meet the aspira-
tions of our people and to achieve edu-
cational goals and objectives that are
critical' to the city and state," said
CUNY Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy.
"The plan proposes a comprehensive
.strategy to assure studeat access to and
success in the university- beginning
with "The Year of the Freshman.' the
critical first year when student support
is so crucial."
NAIC
Distributed by the Collegiate ~etwork.
You can help stop it-if you get in-
volved.
Drug use doesn't usually begin the
way most people would think. with
young people getting their first drugs
from an addict or a dealer. Instead.
they get them free from "friends" who
think casual drug use hurts no one.
Peer pressure is what spreads drug use
and peer pressure can help stop it.




Advance registration is- $20 for pro-
fessionals and parents and $12 for fun-
time students, which includes. a conti-
nental breakfast, lunch and materials.
For more information or to register,
call: (718) 935-4140. The conference
site is wheelchair accessible.
,
Who is responsible? Eyeryone who
uses drugs. Everyone who sells drugs.
Everyone who looks the other way.
Americans agree that the biggest
threat we. are facing as a nation is
dT\lgs, in particular cocain~and crack:....
,
Some ·peop!e used to call drugs just
a benign form of recreation. They're
not. Drugs are a real and extremely
serious threat to our schools. our
homes, our friends and our f~s.
It doesn·t matter where you live or
what school you attend. No one is free
from the tbreat--of drus;s. :Inner cities,
small towns and college campuses all
are under. seige-because Ameri~a is
under siege.
The Detroit-based National Associa-
tion of Investors Corporation, fourided
nearly 40 years ago to infonn and edu-
cate the individual and small investor
about tbe stock market. will hold· its In order to continue the university's
-- first Ne~ York City Council Investors successful capital program for the next
On Sept. 5. I announced the first Fair on Saturday, Nov. 431 the Holiday five years, the university will seek a
comprehensive national strategy to end Inn at John E Kennedy International new constroetion cap on' the amount,
the siege-to fight drogs with tougher Airport. This important all~y .invest- . of Domritory Authority bonds that can
laws. and enforcement. and with i{n- ment program will provide a unique be sold to finance the program. Ofthe
Proved treatment, education and pre- opportunity for all New York City area proposed $2.3 billion. nearly half .
vention.11le programs we've proposed investors to acquire and exchange a would be spent on ~novatingexisting
are an all-out assault against the evil variety of investment ideas and infor- buildings and utility systems. 1be re-
of drug use and drug tnifficking. We mation. Attendees will have direct ac- mainder would be for new buildings
·are aggressively attacking the problem cess to the participating corporate that replace leased or obsolete
from every angle, and proposing a executives from Chyron, Pfizer.. Pep- facilities. It is estimated that 30 to 40
1990 drog budget totalidl over eight sico and USX Corporation. as well as percent of the cost 0( the planned new
billion ·-.doIlars-the large~ single in- to investment and brokerage personnel facilities would be offset by property
~ in history. and NAIC' specialists. sales and rent avoidance. ..
AIDS
Conference
Registration for the conference is
$5, and free to students. To register in
advance. write to CUNY TIananmen.
OffICeofSpecial Programs, 16th floor.
555 W. 57th St.. New York. N. Y.
10019. For further information about
the conference call Coordinator Frank




The afternoon program will include
a roundtable discussion on movements
for democracy and human rights in
third world countries, and on compara-
tive socialist reforms. Arthur Rosen of
the National Committee for U.S.-
China Relations. will serve as mod-
erator. Among the participants will be
Solarz and State University of New
York Binghamton Sociology Professor
Mark Selden.
- Four simultaneous panels on educa-
tion and the humanities, science and
technology. the economy and politics
will be held from 3: 10 p.m. to 4:25
p.m.
Among the participants in the educa-
tion panel wiJl be College of Staten
Island/CUNY President Edmond L.
Volpe. who will speak on education
exchanges, CSI English Professor
George Jochnowitz, who taught at
Hebei University in China from Feb-
... ruary until June 5. Xie Jiaye, a student
Yan Jiaqui, a prominent leader of of li g . t' f Chi h·.. . m UIS ICS rom ma, w 0 IS
th~ Ch.ma de~ocracy movement in studying at CUNY's Graduate School
exile m Pans and Congressman and Profi f E I' h N ... essor 0 ng IS aorm
Stephen Solarz will be among keynote Woronov. of Borough of Manhattan
s~akers at an all-day conference of Community College/CUNY, whose
Ch~na e.xperts sponsored by the City topic will be ··In Higher Education:
University of New York. Nov. 3 at The Right to Change. The Will to
Hunter College. Change." Retired CSI Professor Lynn
Belaief, and Medgar Evers College/
CUNY Provost Luberta Mays. who
ijnti led :.T have set up education exchanges. will
A lftl ~ ,. lananme~: An also serve on the panel.
n yS!S, the c~n.ference Willexplore Among the speakers examining
the SOCial and political currents leading China's science policy and collabora-
to the June 4 attack on protesting stu- tive social science research will be
dents in Beijing; the historical antece- Hunter College Anthropology Profes-
dents and global parallels; the future sor Burton Pasternak Hamilton Col-
of .democracy ~nd human rights in lege Political Sc ienc~ Professor Peter
<?hma, .and t~e I~pact on future rela- Suttmeier, Professor Shee-rning Chen.
nons wI.th Chma!n t~de, culture. and of City College and City College
academic and scientific .exchanges. Physics Professors Ngee Pong Chang
and Leonard Roellig.
Bringing greetings to the conference
will be James P. Murphy, chairperson
of CUNY's Board of Trustees. CUNY
Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy. Hunter
College President Paul -LeClerc and
Dun Tam.
The conference will be part of a
week of observances at CUNY col-
leges Oct. 30 to Nov. 5. designated by
the -university to commemorate the
tragedy that took 'place in liananmen
Square on.June 4. The conference will
be held in the Hunter College Assem-
bly Hall. 69th..Stieet between Park and
Lexington .Avenues.
Students and faculty from the
·People's Republic of China. who are
studying arid teaching at CUNY and
other major universities ,~ the United
States. will take part in the program.
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. America is fighting a war against
Workshop topics will include.. drugs. Yet the most important weapons
-Teaching Adolescents About Risk in the war on drugs are the least tangi-
Reduction ble: self-discipline, courage. charac-
-Educating Parents About AIDS ter, support from one's family, faith in
-Drugs:The CrackJAIDS Connection God and in one's self.
-Issues of Confidentiality: The HIV , Fundamentally. the drug problem in
Positive Child/Adolescent America is not one of supply, but of
--Cultural Diversity and AIDS . demand. We are taking strong new ac-
-AIDS Education for the Special tion to stop the flow of dru~ into this
Education Population country and to stop the dealers them-
selves. but as longas Americans are
willing to buy illegal drugs, somebody.
somewhere in the world will sell them.
Recently, . I met with Everett
Hatcher. the widow of a veteran DEA
agent who was killed by drug-using
cowards. A woman of considerable
dignity. she put responsibility for her
husband's death squarely on ucasual"
users of cocaine. She's ~ right-and
there is now blood on their hands.
Similarly. President Barco of Colom-
bia recently made an appeal to Amer-
icans to stop buying the cocaine caus-
ing the slaughter of innocent civilians
in the drug wars there.
Every 'student in America at some
point-at a party. in a locker room. in
.. a donn room--every student must
choose to accept or reject drugs. But
Representatives from small to me- there is another choice that college stu-
diurn-sized accounting firms will be dents. as responsible -adults, must
recruiting for entry-level accounting make-whether to 'get invovled in a
positions at a Job Fair. to be held on personal way to end drug use. or to
Wednesday, Nov. 15, 1989. look the other way.
The Job Fair will be held from 4:30 College campuses have long been
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at Hunter College centers of conscience and idealism in
West Tower. 68th Street and this country, places where students
Lexington Avenue in New York City. have raised their voices to protest op-
on the eighth floor. Hunter College is pression, injustice and human suffer-
accessible by taking the New York City ing around the worldv Yet, no one
subway number 6 train to the 68th would deny that often drugs go hand
Street Station. in hand with injustice. suffering and
Sponsored by the New York State even death. But where is the sound of The plan promotes articulation be-
Society of Certified Public Account- protest? Innocent bystanders are killed tween the university and the public
ants and the Hunter College Depart- at random on city streets Babies are school system. articulation within the
Yan Jiaqui, former director of the .Institute of Political Scince in the Speaking on the economic reforms ment of Economics (Accounting Pro- bern addicted to crack and heroin. university. further expands the partici-
that led to Tiananmen, its impact on gram). the Job Fair is open to students Youngchildren are forced into the drug pation in goctoral education of stu-
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Sino-US trade and future economic from all colleges. "trade by addicts. What greater human dents from all ethnic and racial groups.
is now president of the Federation-for developm nt will be Queens Collegel· .... e . .. For more infomiation or to register: rights violations exist? What greater. and advances the research and schol-
· a De~ocra~lc China 10 Pans. Solarz, CUNY Economics Professor Cark Ris- for the Job Fair call the NYSSCPA at injustices? Yet. recreational drug users arly contributions of faculty in the in-
· ~~~.l~_5:~~~~r_s_()~ .?~~~~ ~_?use._Sub=, ,~~1"1;_~~~y_Colle~e_~~~n'?!:1i~~ ~~~~~~?r _ (~.t2>- 9..ZJ:-~~~?_or l-8Dq-<?33:-6320. still on some college campuses are am- tellectual and scientific community.
cornrmttee on East Asian ana~aclfic- Peter C Y Chow· John Jay College of . b-' - I·· t t t· h--- .d·· t·h-' rd de tru-- .-. . .These are rnutually denJ,;-~e·.nt .aind ..- . . ..: ", - . . -- -.. . .' . , . --. - . Iva en 0 e ea an es ction CU' t-11U
Affairs, WIll be the afternoon keynoter c-riminal Justice/CUNY Sociology h fi· . reinforcing obiectives .and intrinsic to
at 1:30 p.m. Professor R. Randle Ed- Professor Robert Lin. and Liu t ey are mancmg. JCUNY's mission of providing access
wards. director of the Center for Hengzhong , an economics student "Drugs and the We must appeal to the social consci- and excellence to all the people 01" New
Chinese Legal Studies at Columbia from China at the CUNY Graduate ence of every college student on every York
University. and chairman of the Com- School. Asian Studies Profe-ssor Bettv College Student" college campus in America. The way
mittee on Legal Education Exchange Lee Sung at City College and Busines·s to protest the misery and oppression
with China. willi also be a keynote Professor Elinor Garely at BMCC will brought about by drugs is to commit
speaker in the morning. Dr. Thomas also participate in the panel. yourself to staying away from drugs
Tam. a member of CUNY's Board of The following Collegiate Timescol- and working to keep them away from
Trustees, IS chairman of the confer- Members of the panel on politics umn was written by President George your friends.
ence. will include Princeton University Pro- Bush in September 1989-.
- fessor of East Asian Studies Perry
Summer is over and classes are back
Link, SUNY/Old Westbury Professor, . A be' h" h 1
. f Asi S d' P t K M k 10 session. s we gin t e sc 00o sian tu res e er wong. ar .
S ld d D· Zh ng Mine SI . year. our thoughts azam tum to thee en: an mg e - I e' a u- ......
d 1 f Chi t dvi Ph' at future-a future grave.ly threatened byen rom lOa s u ymg YSlcs d :. ruos
Brooklyn College/CUNY. Hunter Col- e .
lege Professor of Sociology Ruth Sidel
and Baruch College/CUNY Professor
of Education Don Watkins will also
participate.
The m~ming keyn~te. speeches, ··AIDS/HIV: The Unspoken Issues"
which will start at 9:30 a. m., will be will be the theme of a one-day confer-
followed by a panel discussion. which ence .for teachers, guidance coun-
. 'will include Professor Sharon Hom, of selors, school administrators. parents
the CUNY Law .School, Hunter Col- and healthcare professionals interested
lege Political Science professor or involved in educating young people
Donald .Zagoria and Ding Xueliang. about AIDS prevention. -
a student fipm China studying sociol- . The conference. sponsored by the
ogy a~ HarVard University. Members .Citywide Advisory Council on School
'of the audience will have an hour-long Health. will·be held Tuesday~ 'Nov. 7,
. ~portuni.ty .to question the keynote 1989•. at, Murray Bergtram High
sPeakers.. Sehool, 411 Pearl St.. Manhattan,
and I think that the DSSG should put most important bodies, unconstitu- be expanded from its present 35 mem-
their efforts into the problems existing tional.1be Board of EStimate is made bers to 51 members.
at Baruch.' up of the mayor. the comptroller, coun- . The mayor will also be given more
Shum said that the reason why the cit president and the five borough pres- power-to veto land use and budget de-
OSSG is providing this service is to idents. They make land-use decisions, cisions. The borough presidents. will
"increase the dying school spirit. fund authorize citycontracts and franchises. become weaker because they will lose
raise and to give Baruch students a and together with the City Council. their veto power that they had on the
sense of identity.' · approve the city's budgets. Board of Estimate. They wiHbe able
He added. ··We're not miracle work- On the Board of Estimate. each to propose legislation. zoning and ap-·
ers although we may produce a few borough president casts one vote even peal to the council for review of the
miracles every now and then. but with though the boroughs' populations city-site selection.
only 30 out of 9800 day students on range from Brooklyn's 2.2 million to Fred Lane. a Baruch professor. and
council. we're a little overworked.' Staten Island's 350.000: The Supreme the director of the Executive Master
The jackets, according to Fruchter. Court decided that the board's voting of Public Administration program.
are custom made with either a wool structure violates the constitutional said, "Removing the Board of Estimate
body and leather sleeves or all wool. principle of "one person, one vote:' would be:like cutting your left arm off.
Students must pay at least half the stated the Voter's Handbook. How do you compensate it?" His main
jacket amount when ordering but stu- The Charter Revision Commission con~~ith the City Council. Will
dents who pay the full amount may was established in 198- before the Su- it be able and ready to exercise the
receive a discount, according to Shum. preme Court's decision. to revise the responsibility, "especially the City
~ - City Charter. The Charter Revision Council's budget responsibility since
g Commission is composed of 15 volun- the borough presidents lose that powern .teer citizens-. who represent the geo- to do so. "They will be able to propose
~ graphical and ethnic diversity of the a small. portion of the city budget.
~ New York city: ··The commission has held hours which the mayor will be required to
e of public hearings and meetings. and include in the budget submitted to the
~O Revise by a majority vote (11-4), has pro- City Council.. ··Basically the mayor
... • ~ posed a new system of government for will have "plus one" more power. the
New York in two separate proposals, City Council will have "plus two," and
City Charter numbers two and three on the Nov. 7 the borough presidents will getballot." said the Voter's Handbook. weaker." said Lane.
The commission gathered information Another issue Lane feels 'Strongly
By DIANE LEPPEK and widely varying opinions about about is land use because under the
With Ed Koch out of the running how the city government works and new charter. certain major land-use
and a new city leader imminent. the does not work for thousands of New matters "such as zoning changes. sales
November election has focused on the Yorkers. of certain city-owned residential prop-
mayoral race between David Dinkins The Charter Revision Commission erty and urban renewal projects will
and Rudy Giuliani. There remains one decided to replace the Board of Esti- be voted on by the City Council if
aspect of the voting process. however•. mate by redistributing the board's approved by the City Planning Com-
which may prove to have far more sig- power and responsibilities among an mission. If affected community boards
nificant and long-lasting implications expanded City Council. the mayor and and borough presidents object to them.
for the City of New York. New Yorkers a restructured City Planning Comrnis- or if a majority of the council voted
will revise the City Charter. the city's sion. The city council president, city for a review, the. mayor could veto the
Constitution.ion Nov. 7. Voters will be councilors and borough presidents will council's decisions on land use. The
asked to change city government. be given new responsibilities. City Council could override that veto
According to the Voter's Handbook The City Council will have sole by a two-thirds vote:'
on Charter Change. on March 22~ legislative power to apPJ:Ove the city's The Charter Revision Commission
1989, "The United States Supreme budget. The· Council also will have has set up a proposal they think has
Court found the voting structure of the new powers overIand use, franchises "checkand balance" power. hasclear
Board of Estimate~t~e city's and contracts. The City Council will (Continued on Page AII)
Wilson Shum, vice president of
the DSSG.
case of any damage at the time of pur-
chase.
According to Ayurn, members of
Campus Affairs conducted surveys in
class rooms to find out if there was a
demand for jackets. She said that they
received a "pretty good response." .
Mildred Garcia, a member of the
Hispanic Society said. "I would not




(SPECIAL DISCOUNTS fOR BARUCH CLUBS,
DEPARTMENTS & ORGANIZATIONS
By TONI COLAVITO







T() FIND ()UT M()RE ABOUT OUR REASONABLE ·AD RATES
CALL - 212 725-7620
-7622
In response to student demapd,~he
Day Session Student Governnfnt will
be providing a service whe~by the
Baruch community can purchase
school jackets. according to Wilson
Shum, vice president of the DSSG.
Campus Affairs Committee. chaired
by Debbie Ayum, will organize the ser-
vice in conjunction with Boeing Cloth-
ing Inc.
There are two different kinds ofjack-
ets ranging between $75-$110.
"We're seeking to provide a faculty
for students within a reasonable range
of prices," said; Ayum.
Students would. place orders for
jackets through the DSSG and receive
them within four weeks. according to
Shum.
Shum also said jhat five to ten per-
cent of the money made on each jacket
would go into the DSSG unallocated
reserve fund to be used as a fundraiser
to improve the campus atmosphere.
For example. the renovation of the
school gym located at 17 Lexington
.Ave. for social events.
Ari Fruchter. -president of Boeing
Clothing Inc. and a Baruch student
said. "If you buy the same kind of
jacket anywhere else it would cost
more money. it's actually a good buy."
Fruchter also said that the jackets
are non-refundable but replaceable in
.....
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(Continued from Page AX)
~
The Ticker
by the company I am against the pur-
chase of the machine."
According to Mason, the DSSG and
the Evening Session Student Assembly
might co-sponsor the purchase of the
machine and the rules involving the




lines of responsibility. with fair and
effective representation. But it is uru-
mately up to New York voters to say
"yea or nay" on the Charter. If this
plan i~ voted down. then the Charter
Revision Commission will have to
make up a new plan. If the new Charter
fails to pass, the federal court could
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(C()n.t~nuedfrom .Page l )
said, "That amount was based on 'last
year's figures" and also on the ac-
tivities of the club. ~
The Dean of Students. Samuel
Johnson, Jr. commenting on the allo-
cation of funds. said that he has a lot
of faith in the leadership abilities of
the DSSG and believes that if there is
a problem "we will be able to solve
it as long as the channels of communi- .
cation are open." He went on to say
that he is not so much concerned with
the apportionment of student funds
since "it's their money and as long as
there is no blatant fraud, good pro-
grams are proposed and students have
the chance to learn and to grow" he
is not bothered since he knows that
students will hold each other account-
able for any missappropriation ulti-
mately. .
Mathew in a final comment urged
dubs "to cooperate by submitting
their vouchers two weeks in advance,
fully and properly completed" to en-
hance the process of apportioning the
money, thus making things easier.
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Poster
.. ((:ontinued on Pa~t: A JJ!
Voice and The Ticker arc required to
submit budgets to the Communications
Board. which holds· hearings.vand
passes its recommendations on to the
Board of Directors. These allocations
come from the student media portion
of the student fees.
The Athletic Board, and the Student
Center Programming Board are
slightly different than the other boards,
They propose budgets for the alloca-
tion of their respective student fee
budget portions. The Board of Direc-
tors acts as the allocating body for the
Athletic and Student Center Program-
ming Boards as well as checking com-
pliance with CUNY and Association
bylaws.
cil disagrees with Mason. Ip stated, '~I
believe the printer is : not needed.
Flyers are good enough to advertise
club events."
Kathryn 'Garda, treasurer of Latin
American Youth said, 'The machine
is not a good investment for our school
and an extra expense that is just- 'not
needed."
Garcia added that "We already have
a printing machine to make flyers" and
that "students recognize our flyers and
attend club meetings."
Alfred Mah, president of the
Chinese Student Association stated.
"The idea for the poster machine is
great, but we must weigh the cost and
benefits of the machine:' He added.
"due to the conditions regarding the
purchase of the poster machine offered
Guidelines
ment regarding it is available atthis
time. However, Aaron has promised to
"research the problem" and its effect
on the students and "look into the pos-
sibilities" of getting··a new change
machine for the tenth floor cafeteria.
(Continued from Front Page)
activity programming for each club. A
club that plans many activities one year
will most likely receivea large alloca-
tion the next.
"No current membership records are
kept," says Aylman, so no club alloca-
tion can be based upon the number of
members in aclub.
.... The executive council, composed of
. the DSSG president, vice president,
treasurer and· executive secretary,
must submit an operating budget for
the DSSG to the Council for approval.
Aylman says the "executive council is
·in essence the committee of the DSSG
that recommends the operating budget
to its allocating body, the Council:'
. Boththe club and operating budgets
are then submitted to the Bmird of Di-
rectors for final approval. According
to Ronald Aaron, associate dean of stu-
dents. the board exists to check that
the DSSG's budget complies with As-
sociation and CUNY fiscal guidelines.
The Board of Directors includes all
three student government presidents.
three .day representatives. one evening
representative. three administration
representatives and two faculty mem-
bers.
The Communications Board, Athle-
tic Board and Student Center Prog-
ramming Board allocate the rest of the
student fee money.
Each of the student media organiza-
tions, The. Reporter•. TheiGraduate
Getting into the right law School takes a lot more than just getting a
high score on the new LSA"I It takes knowing how to master the new exam
and knowing the intricaciesof the application process.
That's why StanleyH. l<apJan created the law SchoolSeminal: There,
you'll learn how to improve your chances of getting.into the LawSchool of
your choice, Review actuall.SATquestions. Evenlearn about getting the
highest score on your LSAT by using the Kaplan method. And most
importantly, you'll learn how to maximizeyour LawSchoolapplication.
. So reserve your seat today for our next Seminar And discover how
our advanced teachingmethods and 50 yearsof experience can help you
plan the next three years of yOUT life. .
ESTANLEY H. KAPlAN





Without a machine, students in the
cafeteria are forced to go outside or to
the reserve library for change. 'j\ lot
of the problem is causedby increased
demand on the change machine," said
Mike Weiss, account representative at
MDM, Inc., who services both the
copiers and the change machine. "Stu- Ronald Aaron, Associate Dean
dents are using the machine to get of Students
change for the vending machines on
the tenth floor. When. we installed it, students.in the library at all times. "We
we expected the change machine to be will be watching the machines more
used only for the copiers." closely now." said Weiss. "Whenever
Weiss admitted that the machine has we send a service rep to check on the
been empty for as much as two straight copiers he will also check on the
days this semester. He doesn't expect change machine to see how low-it is.
it to happen again and is changing the If it needs change. we'll refill it."
refill schedule to respond to the in- In a few weeks MDM hopes to elimi-
creased demand. "If we get a call, we nate "much of the need for change any-
feel we respond fairly quickly, and the way," added Weiss. "We will be instal-
machines always get a weekend ser- ling a card system which will replace
vice call." the need for change." The card will
According to Weiss. the company register the number of copies paid for
refills the . machine which holds by the user who then inserts it in the
$400 once a week. This schedule copier,
is based on an expected demand on The Ticker brought the change shor-
the copiers of 12,000 copies per tage problem to the attention of the
month. "We know the machine is big· Dean of Students' Office and no state-
Morning hours
.Field t-rip to Panasonic
(info available at Nov. 2 meeting)
Fall 89 Schedule
The Office Technology Club
Wants. you to jqin
our stlmulatlnq group!
enough when it's handling just the
copiers. But if it's being used for other
machines we have to adjust our
---------------------------- schedule and refill it more often:'




Thurs. Nov. 2 Club hours (12:45 - 2:15)
Rm. 1662/18 St. Topic: General Discussion
By .CHRISTOPHER WARD
Baruch students using the copiers in
the reserve library in the 17 Lex-
ington Ave. have found the "change
machine empty a lot of the time this
semester," according to Lloyd Paslato.
the night supervisor. Overuse, by stu-
dents requiring change for the build-
ing's cafeteria. is cited as the possible
cause of the problem.
The library's change machine is the
lone machine in the building which
includes a tenth floor cafeteria contain-
ing a half-dozen vending machines.
The cafeteria had a change machine
last semester but it was removed over
the summer. The school did not make
installing a new machine mandatory
in the new vendor's contract. It was
left up to the company to decide if one
was necessary.
Said Ronald Aaron. associate dean
of students. "Anew company took over
the vending operations this semester
and they did not see a need to install
a change machine:' He added. "They
would only put in a machine if they
feIt it would have a positive impact on
their sales."
. Fri. Nov. 3.
Thurs. Nov. 30 Club hours (12:45 - 2:15)





Club hours (12:45 - 2:15) .
Topic: Office Administration Speaker
Refreshments will be served
Club hours (12:30 - 2:40)
Topic: Graduation/Holiday Party
Refreshments will be served
Seminars Meeting This Week!
Call Now to Reserve Your Seat! (212) 977-8200
..STUDENTS ~!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I
TEMPORARY .POSITIONS_
. Long or Short Term • Full or Part Time -.
Days or Evenings
Secretaries, Word Processors, Data Entry, Clerks;
Receptionists, Bookkeeping, Accounting, etc.
Up to $12 hr.
EMPIRE-OMNI
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2,250.00















TOTAL OPERATION BUDGET S84.225.00
/







To schedule an appointment,
Contact; Office of Student Activities







Wednesday,November1, 9:30a.m. to 2:45p.m.
StudentCenter ,137 E.22St.
\ And
Thursday, November2, 9:30a.m. to ·2:45~m.
- Faculty Lounge,155 E. 24 St.
